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“ Today we see how in a number 
of states they consciously distort 

the events of war, how they idolize those who, 
having forgotten about honour and human 

dignity, served the Nazis, how they shamelessly
lie to their chil-dren, betray their ancestors

“

Vladimir Putin,

President of Russia
(From the speech at the Victory Parade 

on May 9, 2019)
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About the essence of the problem 

of the glorification of Nazism in Armenia

70 years ago, on April 11, 1949, the verdict was an-

nounced on the latest Nuremberg trial, better known as

the Wilchelmstrasse Case (Case XI: Wilchelmstrasse

trial), which accused were high-level government officials,

heads of various ministries and departments of the Third

Reich, who participated in the crimes of the Nazi elite, but

did not enter it, being in the “second tier” of the party-and-

state hierarchy of National Socialists. On this day, the

final point was set in a series of trials, with total number of

13, the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg over

the main Nazi criminals, referred as the Main War Criminal

Trial, and 12 others that followed it, called the “Small”

Nuremberg trials or “Subsequent Nuremberg trials”, over

the leaders of Nazi Germany and Nazism in general.

Nazism as a criminal socio-political phenomenon was

condemned by the verdict of the Chief Nuremberg Tribunal

of October 1, 1946, issued according to its charter or

status, approved by the Agreement establishing the Inter-

national Military Tribunal to bring to justice and punish the

main war criminals of the axis countries in Europe, adopted

and approved on August 8, 1945 by authorized represen-

tatives of the judicial authorities of the victorious countries

(USSR, USA, Great Britain and France) at the conference

specially convened in London to solve this issue, held
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from June 26 to August 8, 19451. At the I session of the

General Assembly, by Resolution No. 95 (I) of December

11, 1946, the United Nations recognized the universal

nature of the documents of the Nuremberg Tribunal oblig-

atory for all UN member states, according to which the

rules of national law should be formulated and applied.

The final documents and judicial practice of the entire

Nuremberg trials became the subject of study and sys-

tematization by the International Law Commission created

according to the UN General Assembly Resolution No.

177 (II) of November 21, 1947 and formed the basis of

its final document on codification of the results of the trial

of Nazi crimes called The Principles of International Law,

Recognized by the Statute of the Nuremberg Tribunal

and Found Expression in the Decision of this Tribunal,

also known as Nuremberg Principles. They became the

subject of consideration at the 5th General Assembly of

the United Nations and once again received confirmation

of their universality and generality by Resolution No. 488

(V) of November 21, 1950.

Thus, today all of humanity is on the eve of the 75th

anniversary of the military victory over Nazism and the

1 Collection of existing treaties, agreements and conventions concluded by the

USSR with foreign states. - Publ. XI: Existing treaties, agreements and conventions

that entered into force between June 22, 1941 and September 2, 1945 / USSR

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. - M.: Politizdat, 1955. - pp. 163-165: Nuremberg Trials:

Collection of doc-uments: In 8 vols. - M.: Legal Literature, 1987-1999. - Vol. 1. - M.,

1987. - pp. 144-146
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70th anniversary of the triumph of international justice

over its criminals.

However, in recent decades, the modern world has

been faced with a wide variety of rehabilitation attempts

and manifestations of the glorification of Nazism in various

countries of the world, which causes extreme concern of

the international community. This is evidenced by the

adoption of the UNGA Resolution 69/160 “Combating

the Glorification of Nazism, Neo-Nazism and Other Prac-

tices that Contribute to the Escalation of Modern Forms

of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related

Intolerance” of December 18, 2014 (as amended by

Resolutions 70/139 of December 17, 2015, 71/179 of

December 19, 2016, 72/156 of December 19, 2017 and

73/157 of December 17, 2018) which is constantly im-

proving in its content. One of the countries in which the

rehabilitation and glorification of Nazism is currently

taking place with particular intensity and implemented at

the state level as components of an official ideology is

the Republic of Armenia.

On May 6, 2019, on its official website, the Russian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs presented a Report about the

Situation with the Glorification of Nazism, the Spread of

Neo-Nazism and Other Practices that Contribute to the

Escalation of Modern Forms of Racism, Racial Discrimi-

nation, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance, in which, in

particular, it is stated: “The former ruling Republican



Party of Armenia has taken steps to perpetuate the

memory of such a controversial politician of a nationalist

persuasion, as G.Nzhdeh, in relation to whom there is

information about cooperation with the Third Reich.” At

first glance, it may seem that the Russian Foreign Ministry,

referring to this fact in its report, condemns the practice

of the glorification of Nazism, the spread of neo-Nazism

and other actions contrary to international legal norms

that violate basic principles, norms and values in the

field of human rights. But in reality, with such a half-

heartedwording devoid of specific content, Russian diplo-

macy diverts the attention of the readers of the report

away from stating the fact of the state policy for glorification

8

The former ruling Republican Party of Armenia
has taken steps to perpetuate the memory of such an
ambiguous nationalist politician as G. Nzhdeh, for
whom there is information about cooperation with
the Third Reich.”

(From the report of the Russian Ministry of

Foreign Affairs dated May 6, 2019 “On the sit-

uation with the glorification of Nazism, the

spread of neo-Nazism and other practices that

contribute to the escalation of modern forms of

racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and

related intolerance”)

“
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of Nazism in Armenia and transformation of this country

into a Nazi state with all its inherent attributes over the

past twenty years.

Unfortunately, the Russian Foreign Ministry did not in-

clude in its report information publicly available from open

sources that the Republican Party of Armenia ruling in

the country from 2000 to 2018, was created as a neopagan

one with an orientation on the ideological concept of

Garegin Ter-Harutyun-

yan, better known to

the Armenian public un-

der the party and literary

pseudonym “Nzhdeh’,

which he called “tse-

hakron’, which translat-

ed from Armenian into

English means “racism”;

in 2004 the Republican

Party declared this the-

ory to be party one,

and in 2016 - the official

state ideology. Holding

the Republican Party

of Armenia responsible

for the glorification of

Nzhdeh’s personality,

the Russian Foreign

PhotoFact # 1

Monument to the Nazi criminal
Nzhdeh in Yerevan
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Ministry is silent about the fact that after its removal from

power as a result of the coup on May 1-8, 2018, the new

authorities of the country did not take a single effective

step aimed at cessation of this practice after the change

of political regime, thereby authorizing its continuation.

Also, stating the fact that in relation to Nzhdeh “there is

information about cooperation with the Third Reich,” the

Russian Foreign Ministry has ignored numerous publications

of documents from the archives of Russia, Azerbaijan and

Armenia about the openly Nazi and racist ideological

filling of the “tsehakron” theory, Nzhdeh’s service as an

agent with remuneration in the military and political intelli-

gence of the Third Reich – 4th Directorate of the Main Di-

rectorate of Imperial Security (Reichssicherheitshauptamt

or RSHA), his personal participation in the crimes of

Nazism recognized as those by the verdict of the International

Military Tribunal at Nuremberg, on which ground there is

every reason for recognition him as Nazi criminal. Calling

Nzhdeh “an ambiguous politician of a nationalistic sense,”

Russian diplomacy does not call him a Nazi criminal or, at

least, an active accomplice of the Third Reich.

In addition, the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs left

out of its sight the fact that the perpetuation of Nzhdeh’s

memory has been carried out in Armenia for the last two

decades not only at the party, but also at the state level,

to which there are the following irrefutable evidence col-

lected by us from open sources:
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• On December 21, 2000, the National Academy of

Sciences of the Republic of Armenia holds the seminar

in memory of the 45th anniversary of Nzhdeh’s death;

• In 2001, though in a limited edition, the Central

Bank of Armenia issued a commemorative silver coin

“Garegin Nzhdeh”in denominations of 100 drams and a

similar coin with gilding;

• On April 28, 2001, the Government of the Republic

of Armenia for the first time celebrates the 115th anniversary

of  Nzhdeh’s birth and the 80th anniversary of the procla-

mation of the Republic of Nagorno-Armenia (afterwards,

such events are held once every five years);

• On June 20, 2001, the Garegin Nzhdeh Medal was

established by the law of the Republic of Armenia to

reward officers and warrant officers of the armed forces

and special services of the country, which is ordered by

the Minister of Defence of Armenia;

• On August 24, 2003, the grand opening of the

Nzhdeh monument at the foot of the Khustup Mountains

near the city of Kapan, the administrative centre of the

Syunik Region, took place;

• On May 3, 2012, in honour of Nzhdeh’s 125th

birthday, the Ministry of Transport and Communications

of the Republic of Armenia issued a postage stamp and

a jubilee envelope;

• On January 28, 2013 at the Moscow Cinema in

Yerevan, the world premiere of the feature film directed
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by Hrachya Keshishyan, Garegin Nzhdeh, took place;

the film was shot by order and with the financial support

of the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Armenia;

• On August 28, 2016, the Nzhdeh monument was in-

augurated in the central square of Yerevan, opposite the

building of the Government House of Armenia.

No matter how authoritarian and influential the Re-

publican Party of Armenia has been during its reign, it

anyway could not hold national celebrations on behalf of

the government, organize scientific events on behalf of

the Academy of Sciences, mint coins on behalf of the

Central Bank, establish medals on behalf of the Ministry

PhotoFact # 2

RA Defense Ministry Medal in honor of Nazi criminal Nzhdeh
(information from the website of the RA Ministry of Defense)
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of Defence, order production and distribution of films on

behalf of the Ministry of Culture, issue means of postage

and delivery on behalf of the Ministry of Transport and

Communications, make decisions on installation of mon-

uments and allocation of money to finance the practical

implementation of all these actions on behalf of the mu-

nicipalities. All these actions in the modern world are the

exclusive prerogative of the institutions of state power,

and not the ruling party. In the recent history of mankind,

pursuing its own corporate policy at the state level was

possible only for one party, the National Socialist Workers

Party of Germany, and therefore the statement of the

Russian Foreign Ministry that “steps to perpetuate the

memory of such an ambiguous nationalist politician, like

G.Nzhdeh, regarding whom there is information about

cooperation with the Third Reich” have been undertaken

in Armenia only by one Republican Party, and not by the

state as a whole, is not a refutation but, on the contrary,

the assertion that a Nazi state has been actually built in

Armenia during the reign of the Republican Party. It was

such an organization of the state structure, using Hitler

Germany as an example, that was condemned by the

verdict of the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg

of October 1, 1946, and then banned by United Nations

documents, which the Russian Foreign Ministry cannot

ignore due to the specificity of its competence, but is in

no hurry to focus world attention on this.
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Massive renaming of urban infrastructure facilities

(streets, squares, avenues, parks) in different cities of

Armenia also testifies to the state, and not the party,

scale of the glorification of Nzhdeh’s personality in

Armenia. So, the avenue, square and subway station in

Yerevan, the avenue in Gyumri, and the streets in Kapan

and Stepanakert (Khankedi) were named Nzhdeh.

Garegin Nzhdeh is not the only Nazi criminal elevated

on the podium of a national hero in modern Armenia.

The second historical character of this kind is Drastamat

Kanayan, better known in Armenian society as Dro or

General Dro. He began his political career as a terrorist

fighter of the Armenian nationalist party Dashnaktsutyun,

whose hands are in the blood of the Civil Governor of

Baku, Prince M.A. Nakashidze, whom he killed in 1905,

and the Kutaisi Governor-General, Khan M.Alikhanov-

Avarsky, who was killed by him in 1907. During World

War II, Dro was an agent of the 6th Directorate (Foreign

Intelligence) of the RSHA at first, then became the

organizer and permanent leader of a special unit (Son-

derkommando) of the military intelligence of the armed

forces of Nazi Germany or Abwehr called Dromedar,

later the Abwehrgroup114, which after the disbandment

of Abwehr in February 1944 entered the RSHA as its

front-line unit and which was therefore “criminal organi-

zation” according to the sentence of the International

Military Tribunal in Nuremberg.
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The memorialization and glorification of Dro’s personality

and activities in Armenia in comparison with Nzhdeh at

the state level takes place on a much smaller scale, but

this does not exclude the official and systemic nature of

such activities, as evidenced by the facts we obtained

from open sources:

• On May 28, 2000, the grand opening of the mau-

soleum over the place of the reburial of Dro’s ashes near

the memorial of Bash-Aparan Battle in the city of Aparan,

Aragatsotn region of Armenia took place;

• On June 20, 2001, the Drastamat Kanayan Medal

was established by the law of the Republic of Armenia to

PhotoFact # 3

RA Defense Ministry Medal in honor of the Nazi criminal Dro
(information from the website of the RA Ministry of Defense)
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award officers and warrant officers of the armed forces

and special services of the country, which is ordered by

the Minister of Defence of Armenia

• In 2005, the Drastamat Kanayan Institute of National

Strategic Studies was established as part of the National

Defence Research University of the Ministry of Defence

of the Republic of Armenia, with the goal, as indicated on

its page on the official website of the RA Ministry of De-

fence, to develop “the first national security strategy of

Armenia implemented by scientific consultations of US

research and educational institutions using the American

methodology”2.

It is quite obvious that the above mentioned events

on the glorifications of Dro’s personality are elements of

a systematic and consistent state policy of glorifying

Nazi criminals in Armenia, an integral part of the practice

of glorifying Nazism in this country, which is also evidenced

by assignment of the name Dro to the facilities of urban

infrastructure, streets, in the cities of Yerevan and Aparan.

The most revealing example of the cynicism of the Ar-

menian authorities in glorifying Nazi criminals is their exal-

tation to the level of true heroes of the Great Patriotic War.

Currently, there are five “name” medals in the departmental

award system of the Ministry of Defence of the Republic

of Armenia, two of which, as mentioned above, were es-

2 See more details: http://www.mil.am/ru/pages/12
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tablished on July 20, 2001 in memory of the Nazi criminals

Nzhdeh and Dro, and another one, established 9 years

later on July 20, 2010, bears the name of twice Hero of

the Soviet Union Guard Lieutenant Colonel Nelson Stepa-

nyan, which is the most obvious evidence that modern Ar-

menia at the official level equates the Nazi collaborators

and the heroes of the fight against Nazism, if only they are

of the same nationality, while priority in chronological and

quantitative terms is given to the propaganda of the

historical heritage of cooperation between ethnic Armenians

and the Third Reich, and not their military exploits in de-

fending the Soviet Union on the fronts of World War II.

PhotoFact # 4

Page of the Institute for National Strategic Studies named after
Drastamat KanayanNational Defense Research University 

on the website of the RA Ministry of Defense
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This practice is not a spontaneous chance, but is a

logical continuation of the state policy of Armenia on glo-

rification of Nazism and exaltation of Nazi criminals. Ac-

cording to the relevant provisions on awards, the Garegin

Nzhdeh and Drastamat Kanayan Medals of the RA MD

(Ministry of Defence) are awarded only to officers and

warrant officers of the armed forces and other law en-

forcement agencies of this country for honours in military

and peacetime, as well as military servicemen of statutory

service for military honours, while the award of the

Nelson Stepanyan Medal of the RA MD extends also to

PhotoFact # 5

Monument to the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh near the city of Kapan,
Syunik region of Armenia
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the veterans of the Great Patriotic War, military personnel

and civilian personnel of the armed forces of the CIS

countries. If we compare the provisions on the awards

(statuses) of the corresponding medals of the Ministry of

Defence of Armenia, it becomes quite obvious that the

medal of the RA MD in memory of the twice Hero of the

Soviet Union Guard Lieutenant Colonel Nelson Stepanyan

has an openly representative and even “decorative” char-

acter, and under the lee of awarding this medal to

foreigners and veterans of World War II from among the

citizens of Armenia a systematic and consistent education

of military personnel in the Nazi spirit through their

awarding with departmental medals bearing the names

of Nazi criminals occurs within its armed forces.

Ignoring the foregoing facts and not giving them ap-

propriate political and legal estimate in their Report about

the Situation with the Glorification of Nazism, the Spread

of Neo-Nazism and Other Practices that Contribute to

the Escalation of Modern Forms of Racism, Racial Dis-

crimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance of May

6, 2019, the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs thereby

covers up essentially the practice and consequences of

the state policy of Nazification of Armenia, which was

deliberately pursued by the authorities of this country

over the past two decades.

This book aims to prove the objective truth of the four

statements on the basis of facts and documents:
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1. Garegin Nzhdeh, elevated to the podium of the

main national hero of the 20th century by the state ideology

of Armenia, was not generally “an ambiguous political

figure of a nationalist nature”, as stated in the report of

the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, but always was a

radical nationalist and extremist, an active and ideological

supporter of Nazism, Nazi criminal in full compliance with

the provisions of the statute (charter) and the sentence of

the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg.

2. From the moment of its creation, the theory of tse-

hakron developed by him, which still continues to be the

state ideology of Armenia, for its content, was a Nazi

and racist kind of German national socialism adapted to

the national mentality of the Armenian ethnos.

3. Dro (Drastamat) Kanayan, considered the main

military leader of Armenian nationalism of the 20th

century in modern Armenia, was much more active and

consistent accomplice of the Third Reich than Garegin

Nzhdeh, and during the Second World War he committed

war crimes not only against the Soviet Union, but also

against other countries of the anti-Hitler coalition, and

also indirectly participated in the Holocaust.

4. Starting with the Millennium, the authorities of Ar-

menia have completely consciously and purposefully

pursued and, despite the change of the political regime

in the country in May 2018, still pursue an internal
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political course towards the nation’s Nazification through

state propaganda of the theory of tsehakron as a national

ideology of all Armenians living both in Armenia and in

the diaspora, while simulating international efforts to

combat glorification of Nazism and neo-Nazism in order

to mask the cultivation of these phenomena in the territory

under their control, including the occupied regions of Re-

public of Azerbaijan.

PhotoFact # 6

Nazi criminal Nzhdeh square in Yerevan
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Garegin Nzhdeh is Nazi criminal

On April 24, 1948, by a special meeting at the USSR

Ministry of State Security, Garegin Ter-Harutyunyan

(Nzhdeh) was sentenced to 25 years in prison for count-

er-revolutionary activities, primarily for organizing an anti-

Soviet uprising in February-April 1921, proclamation of

the Republic of Mountainous Armenia and participation

in massacres of captured Red Army soldiers and Armenian

Communists during this uprising (this accusation re-

volted Nzhdeh very much, since an amnesty was an-

nounced to all its partici-pants in the summer of 1921),

and also for aiding Nazi Germany as a member of the

Armenian National Committee (Armenischen Nationalen

Gremiums) established and supervised by Gestapo under

the Reich Ministry for the Occu-pied Eastern Territories

(Reichsministerium für die besetzten Ostgebiete), which

recruited ethnic Armenians to serve the Nazi intelligence

services. Charges of their final wording were brought

against him on March 11, 1948 under Article 58 of the

RSFSR Criminal Code (Counter-revolutionary activity) in

the version of July 1, 1938 in force at that time under the

following points:

Paragraph 4, Article 58 - Rendering assistance to the

international bourgeoisie, which does not recognize the

equal rights of the communist system, seeking to overthrow

it, as well as social groups and organizations that are
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under the influence or directly organized by this bourgeoisie,

in carrying out activities hostile to the USSR;

Paragraph 6, Article 58 - Espionage, that is, transfer,

abduction or collection for the purpose of transfer the in-

formation that is a state secret or economic information

that is not a state secret, but which is not subject to dis-

closure by direct prohibition by law or by order of heads

of departments, institutions and enterprises;

PhotoFact # 7

Personal card of a prisoner from the criminal case of 
Garegin Nzhdeh (Archive of the National Security Service 

of the Republic of Armenia. -  c. PS-11411. - p. 2)
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Paragraph 11, Art. 58 – All kinds of organizational ac-

tivities aimed at preparing or committing counterrevolu-

tionary crimes provided for in this chapter.

In December 2019, the Federal Security Service

(FSB) of the Russian Federation declassified and handed

over for publication to the Russian and foreign press

two archive documents directly related to the condem-

nation of Nzhdeh: the agenda and the protocol of the

Special Council under the USSR Minister of State

Security dated April 24, 19483. They require additional

explanation for anyone largely unaware of the history of

law enforcement agencies in the Soviet Union. Initially,

the Special Council was created on the basis of Decree

No.22 of the Central Executive Committee and the

USSR Council of People's Commissars dated November

5, 1934 “On the Special Council of the USSR People's

Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD)” as an admin-

istrative-repressive body, which was granted an extraju-

dicial right to condemn into exile, to imprison in correctional

labour camp of the NKVD for up to five years, and to de-

prive of citizenship and expel from the USSR any indi-

viduals they recognised as socially dangerous. However,

shortly after the outbreak of Great Patriotic War, the

3 Archive of the Russia’s FSB in the Omsk Region. - b. 6 (“Special meeting at the

USSR NKVD-MGB”). - c. 5676 (“Documents of the Special Meeting at the USSR

Minister of State Security on April 24, 1948”). - pp. 1, 56, 94, 282, 283.
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State Defence Committee issued Decree No. GKO-

903ss of November 17, 1941, which granted the Special

Council a right providing for appropriate penalties,

including execution by firing squad, for counter-revolu-

tionary crimes and especially dangerous crimes against

the rule of law in the USSR. In wartime, the Special

Council would, as a rule, review the criminal cases not

considered by the courts and military tribunals, including

the NKVD tribunals. The main defendants in such cases

were all kinds of Nazi collaborators from among foreign

citizens, high-ranking traitors and Nazi accomplices from

among the Soviet party activists, heads of large busi-

nesses, as well as the leaders and activists of various

pro-Nazi or nationalist anti-Soviet military organisations

and movements in the occupied territories of the USSR

and in several Eastern European countries.

According to the declassified documents, on that

day, the Special Council was weighing up the fate of

303 individuals, not only to determine the criminals, but

also to exonerate the innocent among them. A few

simple calculations show that, given the volume of ques-

tions asked with at least two minutes spent to seal the

fate of one person, the meeting of the Special Council

on April 24, 1948 would have lasted at least ten hours

without a break, while three minutes spent on each item
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of the agenda would have taken no less than fifteen

hours. On that day, Nzhdeh's case was considered the

151st 4 immediately before or after a break. This fact

completely vitiates the common thesis of modern Armenian

propaganda claiming that Nzhdeh was deliberately tried

on April 24 – the day of the infamous “Armenian genocide”

in the Ottoman Empire, thereby humiliating him even

more. However, the published documents refute this

myth, for the meetings of the Special Council were held

once every two weeks to consider the criminal cases so

far as the local authorities submitted them to the council.

It would be naive and foolish to assume that the remaining

302 cases reviewed that day were specifically adjusted

to the “Nzhdeh case” to give the latter greater political or

legal significance. In fact, for the members of the Special

Council, Nzhdeh was a faceless, abstract, and mediocre

creature similar to thousands of other traitors, Nazi

criminals and collaborators, anti-Soviet elements and

other “enemies of the people”. Therefore, it is a pure co-

incidence that the court imposed the penalty on Nzhdeh

for his many years of active anti-state activity and collab-

oration with the Nazis precisely on April 24, 1948.

It is easy to guess and understand that the Special

Council did not evaluate the evidence of the prosecution

4 The same place. – p. 56.
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Page of the protocol of the Special Council under the USSR 
Minister of State Security on  April 24, 1948 

with the composition of the participants in the meeting
(Archive of the Russia’s FSB in the Omsk Region. - b. 6  - c. 5676 . - p. 1)

PhotoFact # 8
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Page of the protocol of the Special Council under the 
USSR Minister of State Security on April 24, 1948 

with a decision on the punishment of the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh
(Archive of the Russia’s FSB in the Omsk Region. - b. 6  - c. 5676 . - p. 56)

PhotoFact # 9
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The page of the protocol of the Special Council under the 
USSR Minister of State Security on  April 24, 1948 

with the meeting participants' calendars
(Archive of the Russia’s FSB in the Omsk Region. - b. 6  - c. 5676 . - p. 99)

PhotoFact # 10
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seriously; defendants were not summoned or delivered

to the council; forensic debates were not reviewed or

taken into account; a decision on conviction or acquittal

was taken in absentia, albeit at irregular intervals; and

the Special Council, in fact, would only confirm and legit-

imise the penalties proposed by the prosecution. In such

circumstances, the role of the investigation and the pros-

ecutor's office was instrumental in the sense that the

former would prepare the criminal indictment against a

specific person to be affirmed by the latter, which would

then propose a penalty providing a basis for the final de-

cision of the Special Council having been an institution

essentially used to legitimise and validate the proposals

of the prosecution only. That is where the declassified

documents of FSB come into play showing us the real

drama of Nzhdeh. By the way, in modern Armenia, they

know very well, but prefer to keep silence about the fact

that Nzhdeh was condemned as a Nazi collaborator and

agent of Hitler's intelligence services. Nevertheless, they

are trying to make a big deal of Nzhdeh's mediocre per-

sonality presenting him as a national hero. The declassified

documents provide convincing evidence against these

acts of glorification.

According to the agenda of the Special Council's

meeting held on April 24, 1948, it was the Ministry of

State Security (MSS) of the Armenian SSR that conducted

the preliminary investigation of Nzhdeh's anti-state ac-
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tivities. The Special Council made a decision on his

conviction when he was held in the internal prison of

MSS in Yerevan, and the charges against Nzhdeh were

supported by the prosecutor of the Special Affairs De-

partment of the USSR Prosecutor's Office (later renamed

to the USSR Prosecutor General's Office), Simonyan5.

Thus, one can see not the hand of Moscow, but the

hand of Yerevan in the Nzhdeh case. In other words, in

post-war Armenia, Nzhdeh was not regarded as a

'beacon of ideas' promoting national identity or as an

ideologist of a new Armenian national statehood, but as

a Nazi, traitor and enemy. His case is teeming with the

names of investigators, prosecutors and witnesses of

Armenian ethnicity, while there is not a single name of

Russian, Azerbaijani or any other origin. The available

evidence shows a fact of persecution of one Armenian

by other Armenians for the betrayal of the interests of

Armenian people, while the Special Council was only in-

volved to approve the penalty requested by the Armenians

for one of their fellows.

To complete the picture, we provide below some

background information from the agenda of the Special

Council's meeting that was used to sentence Nzhdeh to

25 years in prison: “[Nzhdeh is] a native of Nakhichevan,

Azerbaijan SSR of an Armenian ethnicity, a Bulgarian

5 TThe same place. - p 1, 282.
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citizen, a member of the Dashnaktsutyun party in 1906-

1937, former general of the Dashnak army, an emigrant,

founder of the fascist youth organisation Tseghakron.

Before his arrest, Nzhdeh had lived in Sofia working as a

journalist. He is unfit for physical labour. He was arrested

on October 12, 1944 and is currently held in the internal

prison of the Ministry of State Security of the Armenian

SSR.” The same document indicates the charges put

against Nzhdeh, which he then admitted: “In 1920-1921,

PhotoFact # 11

Page on the agenda of the Special Council under the 
USSR Minister of State Security on April 24, 

1948 with evidence of the accusation of the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh
(Archive of the Russia’s FSB in the Omsk Region. - b. 6  - c. 5676 . - p. 282)
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being the commander-in-chief of the Dashnak military

forces and the prime minister of the counter-revolutionary

government in Zangezur, Nzhdeh led an armed struggle

against the Red Army. After fleeing abroad, he carried

out anti-Soviet propaganda. During the Second World

War, he established contacts with German intelligence

agencies in order to conduct subversive activities against

the Soviet army. He was engaged in the recruitment and

training of people to carry out the instructions of the

PhotoFact # 12

Page on the agenda of the Special Council under the 
USSR Minister of State Security on April 24, 

1948 with evidence of the accusation of the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh
(Archive of the Russia’s FSB in the Omsk Region. - b. 6  - c. 5676 . - p. 283)
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German intelligence and counterintelligence agencies,

and was a member of the Armenian National Council

created in Berlin in 1942, that is – in the crimes covered

in Articles 58-4, 58-11 and 58-6, Section 1 of the RSFSR

Criminal Code”6. Nzhdeh pleaded guilty to all incriminated

acts except the organisation of mass executions of

captured Red Army soldiers and persons sympathising

with the Soviet regime in 1920-19217. As we see, Nzhdeh

did not deny the fascist nature of his organisation

Tseghakron, nor cooperation with the special services of

the Third Reich, nor his personal participation in the re-

cruitment and training of intelligence agents, saboteurs

and terrorists from among ethnic Armenians. It is not sur-

prising therefore that the members of the Special Council

did not object to the penalty (25 years of imprisonment)

proposed by the prosecutor of the Special Affairs De-

partment of the USSR Prosecutor's Office, Stepanyan.

It should be noted that Nzhdeh did not hide the details

of his anti-Soviet activities, nor his political views based

on ultra-right Armenian nationalism in communicating

with the members of Soviet special services. Yet he did

not provide the details of his cooperation with the

leadership and intelligence agencies of Nazi Germany,

having limited himself to describing his participation in

the political body of the Armenian Diaspora in Europe –

6 The same place. - p 282.
7 The same place. - p 283.
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Armenian National Council under the Reich Ministry for

the Occupied Eastern Territories. In other words, Nzhdeh

was trying his best to demonstrate his ideology-based

defiant position against the Soviet Union, refuting any al-

legations of killing the civilians or Red Army soldiers,

since he had always avoided military operations and

punitive operations, preferring instead to focus on ideology

and propaganda. His collaboration with the Nazi intelligence

services (mainly with the VI Directorate of RSHA or SD-

Ausland) has become known only three years after his

arrest and the start of preliminary investigation initiated

by the Soviet counterintelligence.

Why and how this became possible - the answer to

this question is contained in the book of ex-colonel of the

USSR KGB Vache Hovsepyan, Garegin Nzhdeh in the

KGB (Yerevan, 2007), the author of which, being the

chairman of the council of veterans of the state security

bodies of Armenia and by virtue of this having access to

the archive of the National Security Service of this

country, published a number of documents from the ma-

terials of the investigation of Nzhdeh’s anti-Soviet and

anti-state activities, conducted by the Ministry of State

Security of the Armenian SSR in 1947-1948. The process

of establishing the details of his involvement in the intel-

ligence of Nazi Germany began with a prominent figure

in the Armenian diaspora in Bulgaria and Romania,

Nzhdeh’s active associate in the anti-Soviet struggle in
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1920-1921 Hovhannes Devejyan. During interrogation

on August 28, 1947, he named the second name, Kam-

sarakan, an employee of the German intelligence agencies

who came to Nzhdeh in Sofia before the start of World

War II “in order to attract Dashnaks to cooperate with the

Germans”8. An employee or agent of Hitler’s special

services with that second name or operational pseudonym

was not known to the Soviet state security agencies at

that time, so serious efforts were made to establish his

identity. As a result of a complex of operationalsearch

measures, it turned out that connection and subsequent

interaction between Nzhdeh and the intelligence services

of the Third Reich in the summer of 1940 was established

by an officer of the 6th Directorate (SD-ausland) of the

Main Directorate of Imperial Security or RSHA (Re-

ichssicherheitshauptamt) Peter Kamsarakan (also known

as Peter Arshakovich Kamsaryakyan), who was in Soviet

captivity since August 25, 1944 and hiding among

prisoners of war according to the documents of Wehrmacht

non-commissioned officer Peter Karera, a communications

officer at the German embassy in Bucharest. Being iden-

tified and exposed, he got in touch with the investigating

state security agencies, telling them in detail about his

work in the SD and Abwehr, informing them of the first

names, second names and circumstances of the recruit-

8 Hovsepyan V.M. Garegin Nzhdeh and the KGB: Memoirs of intelligence agent.

Resp. edit. A.Harutyunyan. – Yere-van: Noravank, 2007. – pp. 20-21.
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ment of all his agents, including Nzhdeh as a key figure

in the subordination of the Armenian diaspora in almost

all European countries (perhaps, for the exception of

Great Britain) to the most diverse intelligence services of

the Nazis. It turns out that one Armenian nationalist and

a henchman of the Nazi special services betrayed to the

Soviet state security another Armenian nationalist who

was a staff member of these special services, and he,

finding himself in a hopeless situation, revealed all known

to him Armenian nationalists whom he had recruited to

the Third Reich at different times as agents of political

and military intelligence, including Garegin Nzhdeh.

The State Archive of the Russian Federation (SARF)

stores in the fund of the USSR People’s Commissariat of

Internal Affairs a number of documents with testimonies

of a prisoner of war, soldier Peter Kamsarakan, a former

agent of the Main Directorate of Imperial Security of Nazi

Germany (RSHA), who personally took an active and

direct part in the recruitment of leaders of Armenian na-

tionalists in European countries to serve the Third Reich.

Kamsarakan’s own testimonies were written, reprinted

on a typewriter and sent for review personally to I.V.

Stalin at least two times, on October 21, 1948 and on

January 10, 1949, and his second testimony, with a total

of 28 pages of typewritten text, was devoted for more

than a half to description of cooperation of Garegin

Nzhdeh and his immediate environment with the SD.
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The first and second

testimonies of Kam-

sarakan are in the files

stored in the fund of

the NKVD of the

USSR State Archive

of the Russian Feder-

ation (SARF) and con-

taining the correspon-

dence of the Secre-

tariat of the Ministry of

Internal Affairs of the

USSR personally with

I.V. Stalin for the fourth

quarter of 19489 and

January-May 194910,

respectively.

The first testimony

of October 21, 1948

contained biographical

information of the

source of information,

the circumstances of

his service in the RSHA and Abwehr, general information

PhotoFact # 13

Archival cover of the State Archive 
of the Russian Federation (SARF)

with documents on cooperation 
between Nzhdeh and the Nazis

9 SARF. - b. 9401 sec. (People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs of the USSR,

secret part), d. 2, c. 201.
10 Ibid. – c. 234.
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about the cooperation

of Armenian national-

ists, mainly from among

the members of the

Dashnaktsutyun Party,

with intelligence serv-

ices of the Third Reich

during the Second

World War11; the sec-

ond testimony of Jan-

uary 10, 1949 was de-

voted to the description

of collaboration with

the Nazis of represen-

tatives of other struc-

tures of the Armenian

diaspora, as well as

certain ethnic Armeni-

ans from among citi-

zens of European

states who do not as-

sociated with the Dashnaks, and since the inception of

national socialism was its supporters12. They complement

each other, continue and develop each other, detailing

the activities of both Kamsarakan and those Armenian

PhotoFact # 14

Archival cover of the State Archive 
of the Russian Federation (SARF)

with documents on cooperation 
between Nzhdeh and the Nazis

11 Ibid. – c. 201. – p. 188-230.
12 Ibid. – c. 234. – p. 202-228.
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nationalists whom he recruited to serve the special

services of the Third Reich, and a separate, very volumi-

nous and substantial part was devoted to Nzhdeh.

Kamsarakan’s role was fundamental in terms of or-

ganization, as it was he who sought out candidates for

recruitment, conducted initial negotiations with them,

and subsequently paid remuneration to the most suc-

cessful agents and agent groups. Since the entire “tech-

nical” side of providing aiding by Dashnaks and other

Armenian nationalists to the special services of Nazi

Germany laid on him, the information he provided was

extremely important from an operational point of view,

and today they are of exceptional historical value. In

fact, Kamsarakan was the “godfather” or, in the jargon

of special services, “prince” for all Armenian nationalists

serving in the Third Reich, and the fact that he had been

an ordinary soldier all this time clearly shows how the

Nazis in reality treated their Armenian minions, when all

of them were commanded by an ordinary soldier of the

German army. In other words, in the eyes of their

masters, the Armenian nationalist collaborators were

the same “Untermenschen,” that is, representatives of

the “lower race’, like all those whom they mercilessly

destroyed in the name of the ideals of Nazism.

For the Soviet special services, the Austrian Armenian

prisoner of war Peter Kamsarakan was a very important

and valuable source of information, therefore his case
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was personally supervised by the Minister of Internal

Affairs of the USSR, Colonel General S.N. Kruglov. On

November 18, 1948, a statement signed by him was

drawn up under heading “Top Secret’, in only six copies

addressed to the first persons of the Soviet Union - I.V.

Stalin, V.M. Molotov, L.P. Beria and G.M. Malenkov (later,

on December 1, another copy was taken from the state-

ment for Lieutenant General of State Security A.Z.

Kobulov, head of the “C’Department (foreign residence)

of the Ministry of State Security of the USSR)13, which in-

dicates an extremely high level of secrecy of Kamsarakan’s

testimony about the existence of which in the USSR

knew only a few top officials of the state, strategical and

technical employees of the state security.

After a detailed operational development of P.Kam-

sarakan and repeated verification of the contents of his

testimony, Minister of Internal Affairs S.N. Kruglov wrote

three more statements addressed the highest political

leaders of the USSR - dated February 19 and 25 and

May 11, 194914, in which he again informed them of the

quintessence of information received (in this case, the

range of recipients of the statement of May 11 expanded

due to inclusion Minister of Foreign Affairs A.Y. Vyshinsky

in the list, who was appointed to this position on March

4, 1949, and for whom all earlier statements were copied

13 Ibid. – c. 201. – p. 185-187.
14 Ibid. –  c. 234. – p. 228-229, 232-233, 398-399.
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at the same time). From their contents, it becomes known

that in 1949 Kamsarakan was held in the internal prison

of the USSR Ministry of State Security at Lubyanka,

Moscow as the most valuable source of information

about Hitler’s agents and collaborators of the Third Reich,

which excluded his contact with the outside world, and

investigative work was constantly carried out with him,

and he told to the state security officers in detail about all

the agents of the SD and Abwehr he knew, not only from

the Armenian diaspora, but also from among emigrants

from Russia and the USSR, as well as about the Georgian,

Macedonian, Croatian and other Balkan nationalists col-

laborating with the Nazis, but at the same time the topic

of aiding Nazi Germany by the Armenians remained a

priority for him. According to the results of the investigation

of Kamsarakan, the former employee of the SD, by the

bodies of the USSR Ministry of Internal Affairs and

Ministry of Social Security, the country’s top political

leadership was informed in detail about cooperation of

German Nazis and Armenian nationalists during the

Second World War, while information about Armenian

collaboration in the interests of the Third Reich received

the highest level of secrecy in the USSR.

The certificate of the USSR Minister of Internal Affairs

Kruglov dated November 18, 1948 contained the following

information about the cooperation of the Third Reich

special services and Armenian nationalists: “... Dashnaks



collect information that interest Germans in all countries

where they have their own committees. This applies pri-

marily to the Soviet Union, the countries of Central

America and England. In especially important cases,

Dashnaks are obliged to maintain direct contact with

German representatives in these countries.” “In addition

to collecting intelligence, the Dashnaks, on behalf of the

Germans, were engaged in the illegal sale of diamonds

and other jewellery in Romania during the summer of

1940 obtained by the Germans by robbing private indi-

viduals and firms in the Netherlands” (in this case, it

was illegal selling jewellery expropriated by the Nazis

during the pogroms of Dutch Jewish jewellers, which

automatically meant their involvement in the crimes of

the Holocaust). “The Dashnaks also conveyed their

wishes to the Germans. Their essence was to ensure

that in the event of a war with the USSR, an Armenian
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... Dashnaks collect in all countries information
of interest to the Germans where they have their own
committees. This applied primarily to the Soviet Union,
the countries of Central America and England. “

(From the certificate of the Minister of Internal

Affairs of the USSR S.N. Kruglov dated November 18,

1948. SARF. – b. 9401 sec. d. 2, c. 201. – pp. 185-187)

“



state should be created within Germany, where the

Dashnaks would be the government party. Moreover, in

addition to the accession of the Armenian regions of

Turkey, Armenia should be expanded in the east at the

expense of Nagorno-Karabakh, in the north - due to the

annexation of the Borchali region of Georgia”15. In fact,

the Dashnaks were ready to create a satellite state of

Hitlerite Germany in the South Caucasus following the

example of Slovakia or Croatia, but with the only difference

being that if the Nazis instilled by force the theory of

racial superiority of the Aryans in other regions of Europe,

then in Armenia they were waited by ideologically

prepared potential functionaries of the occupation regime,
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In addition to collecting intelligence information,
the Dashnaks, on behalf of the Germans, were en-
gaged in the illegal sale of diamonds and other
jewelry in Romania during the summer of 1940,
obtained by the Germans by robbing private indi-
viduals and firms in the Netherlands”

(From the reference of the Minister of Internal

Affairs of the USSR S.N. Kruglov dated November 18,

1948. SARF. – b. 9401 sec. d. 2, c. 201. – pp. 185-187)

“

15 Ibid. – c. 201. – p. 186.
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who were the bearers of the Nazi-racist ideology of

Garegin Nzhdeh’s tsehakron.

However, the most interesting was contained in the

last paragraph of this document, which read: “Kam-

sarakan’s testimony and his role in attracting Dashnaks

to cooperate with the Germans is confirmed by the con-

victed leader of Armenian emigrants Ter-Harutyunyan,

known by the nickname “Nzhdeh”, interrogated and held

in the Vladimir Prison of the USSR Ministry of Internal Af-

fairs”16. In this case, the fact that the testimonies of one

Armenian accomplice of German Nazism were cross-

checked by interrogation of another Armenian accomplice

of German Nazism is not important, this is a completely

ordinary practice for any special service of any country in

the world. Something else is important here - Garegin

Nzhdeh voluntarily and without any coercion from the

side admitted that he and his comrades in the Tsekhakron

organization and the Dashnaktsutyun Party had been

consciously and purposefully cooperating with the Nazis

since 1940, the name of his organization Tsekhakron is

translated from of the Armenian language as “Racists”

(and not as the neologism of “Rodover”, specially invented

by Armenian propagandists recently in order to hide or

replace the authentic translation of this concept), and its

party members helped the Nazis not only about military

16 Ibid. – p. 187.
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Reference of the Minister of Internal Affairs of the 
USSR S.N. Kruglov dated November 18, 1948. 

(SARF. – b. 9401 sec. d. 2, c. 201. – pp. 185)
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Reference of the Minister of Internal Affairs of the 
USSR S.N. Kruglov dated November 18, 1948. 

(SARF. – b. 9401 sec. d. 2, c. 201. – pp. 186)
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Reference of the Minister of Internal Affairs of the 
USSR S.N. Kruglov dated November 18, 1948. 

(SARF. – b. 9401 sec. d. 2, c. 201. – pp. 187)



and economic intelligence, but also in the sale or legal-

ization of the property of Holocaust victims. In other

words, Nzhdeh himself confirmed that he was a supporter

of German Nazism, his tsehakron ideology was openly

racist, and he himself was none other than a war criminal

in full compliance with the letter and spirit of the sentence

of the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg.

By the way, Nzhdeh’s sincere confession to crimes

committed in the interests of the Third Reich’s intelligence

during the Second World War did not change his fate

and sentence: on May 26, 1947, the death penalty was

abolished in the USSR, a 25-year sentence of imprisonment

was the extreme penalty, and it was it that was applied to

him, so the political need for a new trial, organized only

to charge him with new state crimes, without changing
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Kamsarakan’s testimony and his role in attracting
Dashnaks to cooperate with the Germans is con-
firmed by the convicted leader of Armenian emi-
grants Ter-Arutyunyan, known by the nickname
of “Nzhdeh”, kept under arrest in Vladimir prison
of Ministry of Internal Affairs of the USSR”

(From the certificate of the Minister of Internal

Affairs of the USSR S.N. Kruglov dated November 18,

1948. SARF. – b. 9401 sec. d. 2, c. 201. – pp. 185-187)

“
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the punishment, which was already maximal, had no

practical sense. Too many representatives of the most

diverse peoples of the USSR fought from nationalist mo-

tives against the Soviet government on the side of the

Nazis during the Great Patriotic War; after its end they

tried to forget quickly about this shameful phenomenon

for the political regime, and due to availability of such a

desire of the authorities a new trial of the leader of

Armenian nationalists, collaborating with the Nazis, was

out of a question. Therefore, Nzhdeh was not convicted

as a Nazi criminal in the USSR, although all the evidence

for such a court decision was collected.

It follows from Peter Kamsarakan’s testimony that

Nzhdeh, recruited by him, collaborated with two divisions

of the SD, VIC (political intelligence in the USSR, the

countries of Front and Central Asia, the Far East) and

VIE (intelligence in the Balkans and Italy). His testimony

clearly indicates the main milestones of cooperation

between Nzhdeh and his Racists group with the intelli-

gence agencies of fascist Germany. In March 1940,

Nzhdeh turned out to be the first Armenian diaspora

leader in Europe, to whom the 6th Directorate of the

RSHA requested about assistance through its employee

of Armenian nationality Peter Kamsarakan. He enthusi-

astically accepted the offer of his cooperation, and also

on behalf of the Racists organization gave letters of

recommendation to famous figures of the Dashnaktsutyun
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Party. Through them, its local structures in Europe,

Central and South America, as well as in the Balkans

and the Middle East were placed at the service of

German military and military-political intelligence. In

fact, Nzhdeh contributed to the fact that absolutely all

political structures of the Armenian diaspora began to

serve the Third Reich. Though, in this case, Nzhdeh

was then pushed aside by the more active Drastamat

Kanayan, known under the nickname “Dro”, and remained

out of work until 1942, since as one of the conditions for

its cooperation with the Nazis the Dashnaktsutyun Party

demanded the right to communicate with Hitler Germany

from behalf of the entire Armenian diaspora. Because

of this, the Nazis did not engage Nzhdeh and his asso-

ciates in the Racists group for two years. The Dashnak

party was more numerous, had a more widely branched

structure of local organizations and, therefore, greater

opportunities for collecting information of the countries

of its location that was of interest to the SD, although

from the ideological point of view the Nzhdeh’s group

was closer to the Nazis than the Dashnaks.

According to Kamsarakan’s testimony, in April 1942

Nzhdeh accepted Abwehr’s offer of cooperation and

under its instructions formed an intelligence and subversive

group of 10 people from Bulgarian subjects (Bulgaria at

that time was a kingdom) of Armenian nationality,

members of the Tsehakron nationalist group, suitable by
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age, health status, intellectual and physical development

for intelligence, subversive and rebel activities in the

rear of the Red Army, who passed initial military training

in the vicinity of Berlin, and then they were sent to

continue training in mountainous and wooded areas in

the Caucasian “Waffen Schulle” under “SS guard unit

“Russland-Süd” of intelligence and subversive body of

the SD “Enterprise “Zeppelin.” The school consisted of

two departments: Caucasian and Turkestan, was organ-

ized on the basis of intelligence and subversive schools

of Yevpatoriya and in Oswitz (Upper Silesia), prepared

intelligence and subversive agents for organizing the

rebel movement in the North Caucasus, Transcaucasia

and Central Asia and collecting information about the

military and political, economic situation in the USSR. In

September 1944, the Waffenschulle left the command

of the main team; its personnel arrived at the reception

and distribution camp in Zamberg17, from where Nzhdeh’s

people returned to Bulgaria.

After the sudden death of Bulgarian King Boris III on

August 28, 1943, a few days after returning to Sofia from

a meeting with Hitler in East Prussia, according to the

official version from a heart attack, and the ensuing sab-

otage of any cooperation with Nazi Germany by the Bul-

17 Collection of reference materials on the German intelligence agencies acting

against the USSR during the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945 / Ministry of State

Security of the USSR. - M., 1952. - pp. 536-540.
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Page from the testimony of agent SD Peter Kamsarakan
about the cooperation of Nzhdeh with the Nazis as an SD agent

(SARF. - b. 9401 sec, d. 2, c. 234. - p. 223)

PhotoFact # 16
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garian government, Nzhdeh and his supporters were the

only informants of the SD in this country. Nzhdeh’s espi-

onage activities in Bulgaria in 1944 were led by SS-

Hauptsturmführer Maidl authorized by the 6th RSHA

Office in Vienna, Bulgaria referent in the VIE Division of

the Central Administration of the SD SS-Hauptsturmführer

Prach and authorized by SD in Sofia SS-Hauptsturmführer

Koob, who received information and provided financing

of agents. Kamsarakan who paid salaries to residents

and agents (he received 100 thousand Bulgarian leva

monthly for this) was the intermediary or “messenger”

between them and Nzhdeh.

Nzhdeh’s agents were to collect and transmit to resi-

dents of the SD in Sofia and Bucharest information on all

actions and orders of the Bulgarian authorities against

the interests of Nazi Germany and its allies, on the

activities of the Bulgarian Communists and Turkish diplo-

mats who worked in the cities of Bulgaria. Some of

Nzhdeh’s associates, as flankers or travelling agents,

were supposed to operate on the territory of Turkish

Thrace, collect information about the location and number

of Turkish troops on the border with Bulgaria, availability

of units or instructors from the armies of the countries of

the anti-Hitler coalition18 among them. It should be re-

membered that at that time all Nzhdeh’s people were

18 SARF. – b. 9401 sec. – d. 2. – c. 234. – p. 211-219.
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subjects of the Bulgarian king, i.e. they worked against

their own country, for the Nazis, in other words, they all

were traitors to Bulgaria and their compatriots. It turns

out that their disposition and devotion to Nazi Germany

prevailed so much that the idea of betraying their country

did not bother them at all.

In all fairness, it should be noted that such close and

fruitful cooperation between Nzhdeh’s associates from

Tsehakron (Racists) and the military and political intelli-

gence of the Nazis did not last long, only three months,

from July to September 1944, and ended in connection

with entry of Soviet troops on the territory of Bulgaria

without single shot. In this regard, it should be noted

that, even despite the imminent and inevitable collapse

of Nazi Germany, Nzhdeh and his people remained its

loyal supporters to the last. In the military and political

realities of the summer of 1944, they could easily have

not connected themselves with Nazi intelligence. But

their sympathy for Nazism was so strong that, contrary

to common sense and a sense of self-preservation, they

went to cooperate with the SD, even in the face of the

imminent end of the Third Reich, being the only acting

agents of the SD in the last months of Hitler’s presence

in Bulgaria. In this regard, Kamsarakan’s assessment of

Nzhdeh is extremely interesting: “Despite the fact that

German intelligence preferred the Dashnaks in its work

among the Armenian emigrants, to the detriment of co-
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operation with Nzhdeh and his supporters, Nzhdeh

himself was one of the devoted and loyal agents of the

German intelligence, who placed all his strength at the

disposal of Nazi Germany”19.

Kamsarakan was not the only one who informed the

Soviet state security agencies about Nzhdeh’s collaboration

with the Nazis. As far back as in August 1947, already

mentioned Devejyan, assessing the real scale of Nzhdeh’s

cooperation with the German Nazis, said during interro-

gation: “During the Second World War, Nzhdeh began to

actively cooperate with the Germans. He was a member

of the Armenian National Council, organized by the

German leaders with the aim of using the Armenians in

the victory of German fascism and organizing a bour-

geois-national government in Armenia in the event of

German occupation of Soviet Armenia. Nzhdeh recruited

40 Armenian officers and military men from Bulgaria and

sent them to study in the suburbs of Berlin. After training

for several months, they were sent to the Crimea to fight

against the Soviet troops”20. In his testimony, Devejyan

also mentioned the name of Kamsarakan, and attracted

to his personality the attention of the Soviet state security

agencies, who began his search after that, which was

crowned with success a year later.

19 Ibid. – c. 219.
20 Hovsepyan V.M. Garegin Nzhdeh and the KGB: Memoirs of intelligence

agent…– p. 24.



Today there is no consensus on the number of agents

recruited by Nzhdeh from among ethnic Armenians for

conducting intelligence and sabotage activities in the in-

terests of Nazi Germany. So, an officer of Abwehr and

SD Kamsarakan spoke in his testimony to the bodies of

the USSR Ministry of State Security about ten agents,

SD agent Devejyan – about 40. The official point of view

of the Russian special services on this subject is set

forth in the article Activities of Military Counterintelligence

in the Final Period of the War, published in the 6th

volume TheSecret War: Intelligence and Counterintelli-

57

As part of the intelligence case on the Abwehr
114 (Dromedar), counterintelligence agents identified
and arrested the former Dashnak general, immigrant
Ter-Arutyunyan, who served with the Germans
under the pseudonym Nzhdeh. During the Great
Patriotic War, he recruited more than 30 agents of
Armenian nationality in Bulgaria, participated in
their diversionary training and transfer to the rear
of the Red Army for subversive activities. SMERSH
officers detained 17 saboteurs, preventing them
from committing acts of sabotage and terrorism,
and the rest were put on the wanted list”

(From the encyclopedia of the Ministry of Defense

of the Russian Federation “The Great Patriotic War of

1941-1945”)

“
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gence during the Great Patriotic War of the 12-volume

encyclopaedia The Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945

(Moscow, 2011-2015), published by the Main Editorial

Commission of the Ministry of Defence of the Russian

Federation under the chairmanship of the Army General

S.K. Shoygu. We read there: “As part of the intelligence

case against Abwehr 114 (Dromedar), counterintelligence

agents identified and arrested the former general of the

Dashnak army, an emigrant Ter-Harutyunyan, who served

with the Germans under the pseudonym Nzhdeh. During

the Great Patriotic War, he recruited over 30 agents of

Armenian nationality in Bulgaria, participated in their di-

versionary training and transfer to the rear of the Red

Army for subversive activities. 17 saboteurs were detained

by Smersh employees, preventing them from committing

sabotage and terrorist acts, and the rest were put on the

wanted list”21.

In this regard, there is one significant circumstance,

which is worth mentioning. During the Second World and

the Great Patriotic War, Bulgaria, even being a de facto

ally of the Nazi Germany, did not conduct military operations

against the USSR, nor did it break off diplomatic relations

with the Union. Therefore, Nzhdeh was considered a

21 The activities of military counterintelligence in the final period of the war // The

Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945: In 12 vols. / Ministry of Defense of the Russian

Federation - M.: Kuchkovo field, 2011-2015. - V. 6: The Secret War: Intelligence and

counterintelligence during the Great Patriotic War. - M., 2013 .- p. 546.
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subject of a neutral country. However, he became a

German agent voluntarily, that is – he entered the service

of the enemy state, and began to recruit Bulgarian Arme-

nians, i.e. citizens of a neutral country, for intelligence,

sabotage and terrorist activities, thereby dragging Bulgaria

(not Armenia!) into war. In other words, Nzhdeh was a war

criminal not only for the Soviet Union, but also for the Bul-

garian Kingdom and, most importantly, under the then in-

ternational law of war conflict. This explains another fact

from Nzhdeh's biography: on September 17, 1955, the

Presidium of the USSR Supreme Soviet issued a decree

"On Amnesty to Soviet Citizens Cooperating with the In-

vaders during the 1941-1945 Great Patriotic War". Nzhdeh's

investigation files show that he had filed an application for

amnesty, which was rejected. There were formal and real

reasons for rejection. Nzhdeh has never been a Soviet cit-

izen, as he was a subject of the Bulgarian king at the time

of his arrest. That is why there was no formal legal grounds

for his release on the basis of citizenship. But the main

reason for rejecting his application was that the Soviet au-

thorities could not and did not want to pardon Nzhdeh

without the consent of the Bulgarian side, since he was a

war criminal of truly international scale.

In the context of the topic we are considering, the

question of exactly how many saboteurs and terrorists

Nzhdeh recruited for the special services of Nazi Germany

- 12, 32 or 43 is not of fundamental importance. Another
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thing is important; in modern Russia they know for certain

that Nzhdeh was a Nazi secret agent, a major agent

recruiter not just for intelligence and agent work, but for

committing sabotage and terrorist acts in the rear of the

army in the field and on the territory of the country, which is

honestly written in the official publication of the Ministry of

Defence as far back as in 2013 (USSR State Security

organs for sure knew about it for 70 years before that date,

codified and published the relevant information ten years

later). However, 6 years after this, the Russian Ministry of

Foreign Affairs has the courage to say that with respect to

Nzhdeh there is only some indistinct and vague “information

about cooperation with the Third Reich”, although every

his gesture, even the smallest, for the Nazis was for certain

established by the investigation and evaluated by the

Special Council under the USSR Minister of State Security

as far back as in 1948. Given such an interdepartmental

dissonance of assessments within Russia itself, is it worth

further relying on their objectivity and impartiality when

relaying to the international community? The information

from which other competent source is needed by the

Russian Foreign Ministry in order to finally honestly and

with full certainty recognize that Nzhdeh is an active

Armenian collaborator of Nazi Germany, and therefore

erection of monuments to him not only in Yerevan, but also

in other parts of Armenia is nothing but a manifestation of

the state policy of glorification of Nazism in this country?
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Despite all his fanatical devotion to the ideals of Nazism

and truly lackey servility before the special services of the

Third Reich, the Nazis did not bother to evacuate Nzhdeh

and his people from Bulgaria on the eve or at the time of

its release by the troops of the 3rd Ukrainian Front of the

Soviet Army under the command of Army General (later

marshal) F.I. Tolbukhin on September 7-9, 1944, as a

result of which he was forced to go to an illegal position in

the hope of hiding from arrest and fair retaliation for his

collaboration. Documents published by the FSB of Russia

dispel another myth made up by official Armenian propa-

ganda upon the "canonical biography" of Garegin Nzhdeh.

Armenian sources actively claim that he had come (or

even was officially invited) to the headquarters of F.I. Tol-

bukhin, who was then in charge of liberating Bulgaria, vol-

untarily and proposed him to start military operations

against Turkey, but was arrested there by the SMERSH

(Soviet military counter-intelligence) officers. But according

to the documents of the Special Council, Nzhdeh has

been under arrest in the USSR since October 1222, not

since September 9, 1944. The question is: what did he do

for 30 days between these two dates? Investigation

materials show that Nzhdeh has been under arrest in Bul-

garia over this period (as also mentioned in the memoirs

of Vache Hovsepyan, Garegin Nzhdeh and the KGB23,

who has been involved in the investigation process in

22 Archive of the Russia’s FSB in the Omsk Region. - b. 6  - c. 5676 . - p. 282 
23 Hovsepyan, V. M. Garegin Nzhdeh and the KGB: Memoirs of Intelligence

Officer, p. 94
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Reference of the Minister of Internal Affairs of the USSR
S.N. Kruglov on February 19, 1949

(SARF. - b. 9401 sec., d. 2, c. 234. - pp. 232-232)
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1947-1948), and it was the Bulgarian authorities, which

arrested Nzhdeh as a Nazi accomplice, then extradited

him to the Soviet military administration as an international

war criminal, although he was a Bulgarian citizen.

Rafael Hambartsumyan, an Armenian historian and

leader of the Ukht (oath) of National Unity Party, who

made his career in Armenia on the apology of this Nazi

criminal, published in the essay Garegin Nzhdeh (Brief Bi-

ography and Annals of Life) (Yerevan, 2014, translation

from Armenian into Russian language completed in 2017)

Nzhdeh’s hand-written political autobiography currently

stored in the archives of the National Security Service of

the Republic of Armenia (Case 11278, Volume 4), authored

by him on the instructions of the SMERSH Counter-Intelli-

gence Department of the 3rd Ukrainian Front after his

arrest and extradition to the USSR by the Bulgarian police,

which clearly conveys his sense of the beast being driven

into a corner without a chance of saving, which he experi-

enced in September 1944 in Sofia. Creating this document

in Russian, he did everything possible, which is completely

natural under the conditions in which Nzhdeh was against

his will, trying to present himself in the most favourable

light as an ascetic revolutionary, a patriotic disinterested

person and an ideological fighter against the Russian and

Ottoman autocracy in order to be more “ideologically close”

to the Soviet regime, and not as a Nazi accomplice, ready

to serve the Nazis in everything for the sake of a ghostly

prospect to rule in Armenia. In this Nzhdeh’s narrative

there are such piercing lines that perfectly characterize the

real attitude of the Armenian diaspora in Bulgaria towards
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him: “... The Soviet army came, and happened what was

expected. Taking advantage of the confusion created,

several Armenians, degenerates who were not fed with the

milk of their nation, have already begun work. They, mostly

shoemakers, as police agents, accompanied by the armed

Bulgarian police, search houses and look for me. Forever

contemptible slaves who, for their dark purposes, have

always used foreign forces to quench their impotent malice

and to destroy their “enemies” among compatriots! However,

no less disgusting are nationalists who are such by name

alone. As creatures with bazaar morality, in their egoism

they have fallen to the bestial level. Acquaintances, friends,

relatives - no one will open a door to such a person, even

if he seeks refuge from them with a Nazareth’s cross on

his back and in a crown of thorns on a bloodied forehead.

They forgot, everyone forgot that only thanks to my efforts

they did not suffer the fate of the Jews, and for four years

they only grew rich and rich. Those who looked for your

glance and greetings yesterday flee today from your name

alone, even from your shadow...”24. In September 1944,

the Armenians of Bulgaria perceived Nzhdeh, judging by

his own words, clearly not as a national leader or hero, but

as a despicable collaborator deserving retribution, but they

prefer not to notice this fact in modern Armenia.

As we see from these his lines, by his own indirect ad-

mission, Nzhdeh’s authority among the Armenian diaspora

of Bulgaria and Europe as a whole during the Second

World War was founded and maintained exclusively through

24 Hambardzumyan R. Garegin Nzhdeh (Brief Biography and Annals of Life) /

Transl. into Russian by E.Babakhanyan. - Yerevan: Shatakh, 2015 .- p. 5.
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his personal ties with the Nazis, without administrative and

financial support of which he represented nothing at all. If

Nazis were in power, Nzhdeh with them was in authority

among Armenians too; if the Nazis went into oblivion, all

his greatness in the diaspora perished with them. Indeed,

in this situation, Karl Marx’s words that history repeats

itself twice, first in the form of tragedy, then in the form of

farce, will come just at the right moment. First, Nzhdeh’s

teachings and activities put the Armenian diaspora of

Europe at the service of Hitler Germany, branding it with a

shame of collaboration, the memory of which is still

preserved in European society; then they allowed the

political class of Armenia to turn its country into a mono-

ethnic ghetto surrounded by its neighbours despising it.

This is precisely the main result of the implementation of

the state policy of the glorification of Nazism in this country.

The criminal activities of people like Nzhdeh received

legal assessment in the verdict of the International Military

Tribunal in Nuremberg of October 1, 1946. According to

Article 9 of the statute (charter) of the International Military

Tribunal, the main criterion and basis for holding individuals

liable was the recognition of a “group or organization” of

which he/she was a member serving to the Third Reich

during the years of World War II as a “criminal organization”

by the tribunal. The governing bodies of the National

Socialist Workers Party of Germany (NSDAP), the Gestapo

and SD, the organization and troops of the SS, the SA, the

government apparatus, the General Staff and the High

Command of Nazi Germany were recognized in this

capacity by the verdict of the Nuremberg Tribunal. The
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Page from the testimony of agent SD Peter Kamsarakan
about the cooperation of Nzhdeh with the Nazis as an SD agent 

(SARF. - b. 9401 sec., d. 2, c. 234. - p. 211)
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Nazi criminals from the Gestapo and the SD, among

others, covered “members of the SD, including all local

representatives and agents, honorary ones or some other,

regardless of whether they were formally members of the

SS or not”25.  According to the testimony of his curator from

the SD Peter Kamsarakan, as well as many other witnesses

neutralized by the military counterintelligence and state

security agencies, Nzhdeh was the local agent of the SD

from 1942 to 1944. He actively acted on the territory of

Bulgaria, Germany, modern Northern Macedonia, received

a salary from this organization of Nazi Germany, which

was recognized criminal by the sentence of the International

Military Tribunal in Nuremberg. According to Articles 9 and

10 of the statute (charter) of this international judicial body,

the mere fact that a person belongs to such an organization

is in itself a reason to consider him a Nazi criminal without

statute of limitations and despite all his former merits26. In

this connection, one must clearly understand that Nzhdeh

was not an ordinary collaborator or an accidental accomplice

of Nazism, as the Armenian propaganda is trying to present

today, but just a Nazi criminal according to the statute

(charter) and the sentence of the International Military

Tribunal in Nuremberg, and therefore perpetuating of his

memory held at the state level in Armenia is nothing more

than glorification of Nazism in this country, carried out by

its authorities at the official level.

25 Nuremberg trials: Coll. of documents: In 8 vols. - V. 8. - M., 1991. - pp. 637-639,

644-650.
26 Collection of existing treaties, agreements and conventions concluded by the

USSR with foreign states. - Publ. XI - pp. 166-183: Nuremberg Trials: Coll. of documents:

In 8 vols. – Vol. 1. - M., 1987. - pp. 148-149
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Nzhdeh and Armenian collaboration

The study and description of the history of the German

intelligence body, Abwehrgroup 114 “Dromedar”, Nzhdeh’s

connection with which was indicated by the official de-

scription of the events of the Great Patriotic War published

by the Ministry of Defence of Russia, carried out according

to already published archival sources introduced into the

scientific circulation by the special services of Russia

and Ukraine in the first decade of the 21stcentury, allows

not only to expand the previously received ideas about

Nzhdeh’s cooperation with the Third Reich, but also to

consider them against the background of the general

panorama of collaboration of Armenian nationalists and

Nazi Germany. This is necessary if only because Nzhdeh

was the leader of the Armenian nationalist emigration in

European countries, who placed all of its structures

existing in the late 1930s at the service of the RSHA and

Abwehr, which, however, does not matter, since in 1944,

Abwehr was included in the RSHA and ceased to exist

as an independent military intelligence service, turning

into an appendage of this criminal organization of German

Nazism, recognized as such by the sentence of the In-

ternational Military Tribunal in Nuremberg.

The history of existence and activities of the military

intelligence agency (Abwehr) of Nazi Germany, the

Dromedar sonderkommando, including the structure,

personnel, contents and methods of activity, as well as
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its results, was well known to the Soviet military coun-

terintelligence and state security agencies thanks to

their successful activity against the Third Reich Intelli-

gence Services during the war years and the active

criminal prosecution of Nazi minions at its end. In a

generalized form, information about Dromedar was set

out in a special Collection of Reference Materials on

German Intelligence Agencies Operating against the

USSR during the Great Patriotic War of 1941-194527,

which was published in 1952 under the heading Top

Secret by the USSR Ministry of State Security to inform

its own employees of counterintelligence and investi-

gation units. After the collapse of the USSR and the

subsequent declassification of this information in the

countries of the former Soviet Union (with the exception

of the Russian Federation and Belarus), the materials

in this handbook formed the basis of a number of

popular science publications28, which were not always

of good quality in content, but enjoyed commercial

success because of the novelty of the presented infor-

mation for the reader. However, due to the overview

nature of the information contained there, the currently

known information about the Dromedar sonderkommando

27 Collection of reference materials on the German intelligence agencies acting

against the USSR during the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945 / Ministry of State

Security of the USSR. - M., 1952.
28 Chuev S.G. Special Services of the Third Reich: in 2 books. - SPb.: Neva, M.:

OLMA-PRESS Education, 2003.
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and its successors is not correct, therefore, we decided

to correct this lack of specific information by examining

the documents of the State Archive of the Russian

Federation, the Main Archival Directorate of the State

Security Service of the Republic of Azerbaijan and at-

tracting published documents from the Central Archive

of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federa-

tion29, archive of the Main Directorate of Security

Services of Ukraine in the Autonomous Republic of

Crimea, now the Office of Russia FSB for the Republic

of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol30.

The Soviet military command, counterintelligence

and state security agencies began to receive information

about the active cooperation of Armenian nationalists

and Abwehr from May 8, 1942, when the first 3 Armenian

agents parachuted behind front line were captured in

the Ochamchir district, Abkhazia (chief of the group who

crippled as a result of a hard landing, shot himself). As

indicated in the operative Report 828/B of the People’s

Commissar of the USSR Internal Affairs L.P. Beria to the

State Defence Committee dated May 10, 1942, “the

captured agents showed that they were transferred from

29 State Security Agencies in the Great Patriotic War: Collection of documents: In

6 vols, 11 books. / Edit. V.P. Yam-polsky / Federal Security Service of the Russian

Federation, Academy of the Russia FSB. - M.: Book and business; Kuchkovo field;

Russia, 1995-2014.
30 Valyakin A.V., Kokhan A.A. The structure and activities of the German intelligence

during the Second World War: Collection of documents: in 3 parts / Security Service of

Ukraine. - Simferopol: General Directorate of the Security Service of Ukraine in AR of

Crimea, 2011;
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Simferopol, where the school of intelligence saboteurs

was organized by the former commander of the Dashnak

army, General Dro Kanayan.150 Caucasians, mainly

Armenians by nationality, are studying at the school.

Trained intelligence officers are combined to groups of 4

people, who are preparing to be sent for intelligence

and sabotage work in the Caucasus. Each group includes

a radio operator, 2 people who know well the area,

where the group is planned to be sent, and the chief of

group - an emigrant from Dro’s trustees”31 (Beria will

report a second time to the State Defence Committee

and the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist

Party of Bolsheviks about liquidation of this group in

Report 1407/B of August 2, 1942 on the results of the

struggle against German military intelligence agents32).

Since that time, fighters of the fighter battalions created

at the regional branches of the NKVD-NKGB of all the

front-line regions of the North Caucasus began to catch

such groups of ethnic Abwehr agents from among ethnic

Armenians in their areas of responsibility with an enviable

frequency. When security officers accumulated a sufficient

amount of operational information as a result of interro-

gations of neutralized German agents from among the

Armenians, there was reason to talk about the existence

31 State security agencies in the Great Patriotic War. - No. 923. - Vol. 3, Part 1:

The collapse of the Blitzkrieg. January 1 - June 30, 1942. - M., 2003. - p. 418.
32 Ibid. – No. 1038. – Vol. 3, Part 2: From defense to offensive. July 1 – December

31, 1942. - M., 2003. - pp. 102-108.
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Directive of the NKGB USSR № 2/6/31215 as of December 31,
1943, on combining all materials on the cooperation of the

Armenian nationalists with the Nazis in one intelligence case

PhotoFact # 19
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of a special Armenian sonderkommando in the structure

of military intelligence of Nazi Germany. Its name Drom-

edar as an independent Abwehr Sonderkommando, di-

rectly reporting to the intelligence department of the

General Staff of the German forces on the Eastern

Front, was first mentioned in a memorandum on the

fight against enemy agents No. 6 dated March 22, 1943,

filed by Deputy Head of Special Department of the

NKVD Southern Front, State Security Colonel

A.N.Mikhailov to the Office of the Special Departments

of the USSR NKVD, in which he characterized this unit

of Abwehr as diverse and multifunctional33. 

However, the Soviet intelligence agencies switched

to targeted work to counter it only in the summer of

1943, when the operational information received from

various sources reached a critical mass and the oppor-

tunity appeared to link separate facts into a single

integral system, as a result of which there was a mean-

ingful understanding of who and how to confront. On

June 18, 1943, the 2nd Directorate (counterintelligence)

of the USSR People’s Commissariat of State Security

sent orientation No. 2/6/3563 signed by the head of the

department of the State Security Commissioner of the

3rd rank P.V. Fedotov under the heading Top Secret

both regarding Dromedar sonderkommando itself, and

its official employees known at that time and those who

33 Ibid. – No. 1364. – Vol. 4, Part 1: Secrets of Operation Citadel. January 1 -

June 30, 1942. - M., 2008. - pp. 315-321
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contributed to it from among the Armenian nationalist

emigration in Europe and Iran, to their republican, and

regional divisions. The content of this document gives

reason to believe that at that time the top Soviet military

and political leaders, the leaders of military counterin-

telligence and state security bodies already had detailed

information about the most active and close collaboration

of the leaders of the Armenian nationalist emigration

and its structures and special services of Nazi Germany.

To enable the reader to imagine the full scale of coop-

eration of Armenian nationalists with Nazi Germany,

which originated from Nzhdeh, we publish the text of

this orientation in the form in which it was presented in

the collection of documents State Security Agencies in

the Great Patriotic War, prepared for publication by em-

ployees of the Russia FSB Academy (the spelling of the

document is brought into line with the spelling rules of

the modern Russian language):

“As a result of the hold agential, investigative and

other operational measures, it was established that the

Armenian nationalists, tasked by the German intelligence

agencies, are conducting active anti-Soviet work in the

territory temporarily occupied by the enemy, as well as

sending their agents and emissaries to the Soviet rear.

The Germans use Dashnak emigrants especially widely

in this regard, having created from their number the

special organization Dromedar, which as an intelligence

team is assigned to the German intelligence agency,
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Abwehrgroup 101 of

the southern group

of German troops.

1. Anti-Soviet

work of Dashnaks

abroad.

After the attack

of Nazi Germany on

the USSR, a group

of leaders of Dash-

nak emigration of-

fered the Germans

their services, hop-

ing to negotiate with

them on the forma-

tion of the govern-

ment of “Indepen-

dent Armenia” if Ger-

many won the war

with the USSR. For-

mer Dashnak gen-

eral Dro, who is the

authorized Dashnak

in Romania, where

he owns large oil fields, leader of the Dashnaktsutyun

Party Artashes Abegyan, former Prime Minister of the

Dashnak government and member of the Dashnak

Foreign Bureau Alexander Hatisov,former members of

PhotoFact # 20

Cover of the intelligence case of the
NKGB Azerbaijan USSR

in relation to the Abwehr group 114
“Dromedar” created by the Dashnaks
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the Dashnak government in Armenia David Davidhanyan

and Artashes Gulkhandaryan participated in special ne-

gotiations with Rosenberg in Berlin about this. 

In order to “untie their hands” in the work with the

Germans, these persons issued a declaration on the dis-

sociation from the majority of the members of the Dash-

naks” foreign bureau located in Cairo (Egypt), in order to

provide the latter with the opportunity to cooperate with

England and America in case of allies” victory over Ger-

many, based on the calculation that “allies can force the

USSR to change its political system.” In March 1942, the

former Prime Minister of the Dashnak government Khatisov

was summoned by Goering to Berlin, where he negotiated

about the “future of Armenia.” Following this, at the sug-

gestion of the Germans, the Paris centre of the Dash-

naktsutyun Party moved to Berlin, which also brought to-

gether a number of Dashnak leaders: the former Minister

of the Dashnak government in Armenia Araratyan,a mem-

... in Bulgaria, an Armenian nationalist party,
like Hitler’s, was created, and led by the former
lieutenant of the Bulgarian service, Dashnak Nzhdeh
Garegin ...”

(From the orientation of the 2nd Directorate of the

NKGB USSR No. 2/6/3563 of June 18, 1943)

“
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ber of the Dashnak Foreign Bureau Papazyan Vagan,

nicknamed Koms, and others.

Along with this, measures were taken to activate

the rest of the Armenian emigration abroad. So, in

Bulgaria, an Armenian nationalist party was created,

similar to Hitler’s, which was headed by the former

lieutenant of the Bulgarian service, Dashnak Nzhde

Garegin. The leader-

ship of this Nazi Armen-

ian organization also

included Araratyan, who

lived in Romania, for-

mer officers, sons of a

famous Tbilisi doctor,

the Zagaryan brothers,

a young Dashnak

Baghdasaryan living in

Berlin. A similar Armen-

ian organization Rafi,

which has its own club

and is working to put

together anti-Soviet

personnel from Arme-

nians, was created in

Bucharest (Romania).

Some members of Rafi

(Harutyun Harutyunyan,

Sarkis Araratyan and

PhotoFact # 21
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others) actively work in German intelligence agencies

in the occupied territory of the USSR.

As a result of the negotiations between Rosenberg

and Dro (Kanayan) in Berlin, the latter entered the

German intelligence service in 1941, taking on the task

of training combat and intelligence groups, Armenian

emigrants and prisoners of war with the aim of transferring

them to the Caucasus and Iran with espionage, sabotage

and rebel tasks. The Germans entrusted him also with

the obligation to assist the German command in the for-

mation of the so-called “volunteer Armenian legions” of

prisoners of war for direct participation in hostilities

against the Red Army.

In January 1942, Ph.D. Dashnak Malayan, who was

working among Armenian emigrants, recruited volunteers

to fight against the Soviet Union, and left Berlin for Switzerland

on Germans order. Davidkhanyan, Abeghyan and other

In January 1943, the elections of the aforemen-
tioned “Armenian Committee” took place in Berlin,
which included: Artashes Abegyan, David David-
hanyan and Artashes Gulkhandaryan from the
Dashnaks, Nzhde Garegin and Baghdasaryan from
the National Socialist Armenian group.”

(From the orientation of the 2nd Directorate of the

NKGB USSR No. 2/6/3563 of June 18, 1943)

“
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negotiators with Rosenberg conduct preparatory work on

organizing the so-called “Armenian Committee” under the

German government, which supposedly should decide on

the future form of government in Independent Armenia. In

January 1943, the elections of the aforementioned “Armenian

Committee” took place in Berlin, which included: Artashes

Abeghyan, David Davidhanyan and Artashes Gulkhandaryan

from the Dashnaks, Nzhde Garegin and Baghdasaryan

from the National Socialist Armenian group.

A special Armenian subsection led by an emigrant Dr.

Bagdasarov has been created in the Caucasian sector

of the German East Ministry.

2. Dashnaks” intelligence work in favour of the Ger-

mans

Having entered the service of German intelligence,

Dro (Kanayan) created the Armenian intelligence team

Dromedar, which is part of the German intelligence agency

Abwehrtrupp-101 of the southern group of German troops.

Abwehrgroup-101 (formerly called abwehrgroup-1A OK

11, postal address: Felpost 00723) has 94 people, 32 of

them are Germans, the rest are emigrants of various na-

tionalities and former Red Army soldiers from among the

defectors and those who were captured by the Germans.

Until 1943, the abwehrgroup-101 was headed by Captain

Feist, and is led currently by Captain Gunter Joseph

(both Germans). Their closest assistant is a white emigrant

who received the rank of lieutenant of the German army,

Malishevsky Alexander Sergeevich, nicknamed Pushkin.
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The Abwehrgroup-101 has 5 independent intelligence

teams (the so-called “Sonderkommandos’), of which 3 are

led by the Germans and are involved in the preparation

and transfer of agents to our rear; one is staffed by Russian

white emigrants and conducts interrogations of prisoners

of war in order to obtain from them intelligence information

about the units of the Red Army and industrial enterprises

in our rear; the fifth intelligence team is Dromedar, its pass-

word is Kars-1101. The representative of German intelligence

at the Dromedar is the German captain Pulluy, who was

previously the deputy of captain Feist. Dromedar is directly

connected with Major Bown, who is one of the leaders of

the intelligence service of the General Staff of the Eastern

Front of the German Army in Warsaw.

Moving after the advancing units of the German army,

Dromedar was stationed successively at the following

points: Kiev - until the end of August 1941; Nikolaev

(USSR) - September-October 1941; Askania Nova (USSR)

- October-November 1941; Simferopol (Crimea) - from

November 1941 to August 1942;Rostov-on-Don - Au-

gust-September 1942; Armavir - from September 1942

to January 1943. In 1943, in connection with the retreat

of the German army, Dromedar was relocated to Voronovit-

sy (20km from Vinnitsa). In the frontline, in particular in

the city of Mariupol, it has its own intelligence groups

which it communicates by radio with.

In the territory occupied by the enemy, Dromedar

carries out the following work:
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of the Abwehr group 114 “Dromedar”, wanted by state 

security agencies in accordance with the orientation 
of the NKGB USSR  No. 2/6/3563 of June 18, 1943

(Archive of the State Security Service of the Republic of Azerbaijan.

- PCB, c. 152 (AD-705). - Part 2. - p. 51)
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а) Selection and training of agents from Armenian

prisoners of war and civilians. These agents are combined

to groups that parachute with walkie-talkies to our rear

with sabotage, espionage, terrorist and rebel missions.

The agents used for close intelligence are spent across

the front line in solitary order;

b) Interrogations of prisoners of war from among per-

sons of Caucasian nationalities to obtain intelligence in-

formation about the Red Army and defence facilities in

our rear of interest to German intelligence;

c) Recruitment of “volunteers” from among prisoners

of war into the “Armenian legions”, intended for military

operations against the Red Army;

d) Creation of Dashnak organizations in places of

concentration of Armenians (the so-called “Armenian

committees’), whose task is to collect money among the

population in favour of the German army and nationalist

propaganda under the slogan of creating “Great Inde-

pendent Armenia”.

During the German occupation of part of the territory

of the North Caucasus, Dromedar had there 4 intelligence

groups in the frontline:

Intelligence group in the village of Nikolayevka (near

Pyatigorsk) covered Mozdok, Nalchik and Ordzhonikidze

directions, sending agents in the direction of the cities

of Grozny, Makhachkala and passes of the Main Cau-

casian Range.
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The intelligence group in the city of Krasnodar covered

the Tuapse and Sochi directions.

The intelligence group in the city of Stavropol carried

out counterintelligence work in the North Caucasus,

spreading its agents among Armenians in order to identify

partisans, communists and the Soviet asset.

A separate group in Stavropol was in charge of prop-

aganda among the Armenian population, issued anti-

Soviet leaflets, organized fascist radio broadcasts, collected

money through the church asset under the guise of

helping prisoners of war, creating “Armenian committees”

and other Dashnak groups.

In addition, Dromedar had separate representatives

in various cities of the North Caucasus.

After moving to the city of Simferopol, Dro organized

special courses for intelligence radio operators at Dromedar,

where up to 10 Armenian agents were trained.

In Simferopol, Dro made contact with the intelligence

body of the Main Naval Headquarters (the so-called

Sonderkommando No. 47585), which arrived there in

February 1942, under the leadership of Captain of the 1st

rank Bode, one of whose employees, sonderfuhrerMi-

helson, provided assistance to Dromedar in training

agents to radio operations. In this regard, sending its

agents in the area of Sukhumi with tasks on the line of

land army intelligence, Dromedar at the same time gave

these agents tasks to collect intelligence about the Black

Sea Fleet and coastal fortifications.
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As in Simferopol, and then in Rostov-on-Don, Drom-

edar has been actively involved in the recruitment of Ar-

menian prisoners of war and local residents, as well as

the recruitment of “volunteers” in the so-called “Armenian

Legion” and propagation of Dashnak groups. Dro sent

the most reliable agents recruited from among the Ar-

menian prisoners of war to Warsaw to study at the

Valley German intelligence school. Subsequently, these

agents were returned to Dromedar in Armavir and left

with walkie-talkies as part of several intelligence groups

in our rear before the

German troops retreated

from the Caucasus.

By agential way and

interrogations of the de-

tained Dromedar agents,

it was revealed that at

different times Dromedar

recruited and transferred

85 agents to our rear.

Of these, 35 were de-

tained or voluntarily con-

fessed, and 50 have not

yet been found. During

January-February 1943,

in connection with the

retreat of the German

armies, Dromedar left

PhotoFact # 23

Secret reference book of the USSR Ministry
of State Security containing detailed 

information about the Abwehr group 114
“Dromedar” and the service of Armenian 

nationalists to the Third Reich
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up to 60 agents, that is, almost all available agents

prepared for transfer to the deep rear of the USSR, to

settle in various points of the North Caucasus. A number

of agents were given secret addresses, including in cities

that were not subjected to occupation, in particular, secret

addresses for Dromedar agents were identified in the

cities of Grozny, Ordzhonikidze, Makhachkala.

The agents of Dromedar, which remained in our rear,

received the task to collect military intelligence information

mainly. Part of the agents received sabotage missions to

destroy railways, bridges and communications. Some

agents received tasks to commit terrorist acts against

the commanding staff of the Red Army and the Soviet-

party activists. Separate agents were left with a counter-

intelligence task, to identify employees and agents of the

NKVD bodies, for which it was recommended that they

be recruited into the agent network of the NKVD bodies.

Those agents, who were not attached to the radio

operators should, if necessary, send important information

to cross the front line and demand the delivery of them

to Dromedar using the Kars-1101 or Sch-Pushkin pass-

word. Some agents were warned that after some time

one of the employees of Dromedar known to them would

come to each of them, to whom they should transfer all

collected information and receive further instructions

from him.

3. Anti-Soviet nationalist work of Dromedar among

the population.
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The main form of the anti-Soviet nationalist work of

Dromedar was creation of so-called “Armenian committees”

in the concentration centres of Armenians in the occupied

territory. These “committees” were entrusted with campaigning

among Armenians for the armed struggle against the Soviet

regime and rendering all possible assistance to the German

army under the banner of the struggle for the creation of

“Great Independent Armenia’. For the same purpose, Ar-

menian-Gregorian churches were opened in almost all oc-

cupied cities of the South with the election of “church

councils’, as well as “committees for helping Armenian pris-

oners of war’. These “committees’, along with the deployment

of widespread anti-Soviet propaganda, collected donations

in the guise of various charitable purposes, and the collected

funds were donated to Dromedar, which spent them on in-

telligence work in favour of the Germans.

To intensify the work of the “Armenian committees’,

General Dro came to a number of occupied cities of the

North Caucasus. Together with him, the former Prime

Minister of the Dashnak government, Alexander Khatisov,

an immigrant Armik Dzhamalyan and others, who arrived

from Germany, came there.

After the liberation of the territory of the North Caucasus

from German invaders, some members of the “Armenian

committees” and other Dashnak groups fled with the

Germans, and some, having moved to an illegal position,

are still hiding in our territory and continue to carry out

active anti-Soviet work.
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4. Formation of the so-called Armenian national le-

gions. 

With the active assistance of the Dashnaks, from the

beginning of 1942, the German command of the southern

group of forces and its intelligence agencies began to

conduct extensive recruitment of “volunteers” from pris-

oner-of-war camps into the “Armenian national legions’.

Dro and representatives of intelligence command visited

the prisoners of war camps and carried out record of

“volunteers” in these “legions” from among the Armenians.

The question was raised before each “volunteer” whether

he wants to participate in “liberation” of Armenia from

the Bolsheviks and in creation of the “Great Independent

Armenia” under the leadership of the Dashnaks. Similar

PhotoFact # 24

Secret reference publications of the Great Patriotic War of the Main 
Counterintelligence Department “SMERSH” of the USSR NPO, containing 

detailed information about the agents of the Abwehr group 114 “Dromedar”
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work among the civilian population in the territory

occupied by the enemy was carried out by the above-

mentioned “Armenian committees’.

“Armenian Legions” were outlined for double use:

а) As military units for direct participation in battles

with the Red Army and for the fight against partisan de-

tachments;

b) As a base for recruiting German intelligence schools

and recruiting agents for transfer to the Caucasus.

It was announced to the legions that after the German

occupation of Armenia they would carry out police service

there. As an encouragement, they were promised special

privileges along with the soldiers of the German army.

The following points have been established for formation

of “Armenian legions’:

- An “Armenian legion” of up to 1,000 people was in

the city of Lublin in March 1942 which was then transferred

to a camp near the town of Radom (Poland);

- An “Armenian legion” of up to 1,000 people was in

Pulawy (Poland) in July 1942; it was sent to the North

Caucasus Front in the area of Maikop in August 1942;

- An “Armenian legion” of up to 3,000 people was in

Remberovo (30km from Warsaw) in June 1942;

- An “Armenian national regiment” of about 1,500

people was in August 1942 in the city of Simferopol;

- A “Caucasian battalion” of the Brandenburg regiment,

the 4th company of which consisted of Armenians, was in

the city of Rostov-on-Don in October 1942. All of them
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underwent special alpine training and studied subversive

business in Moskham (Austria), and were intended for

moving to the Caucasus as part of landing groups.

- In February 1943, the “first Armenian regiment” of

up to 2,500 people arrived from Lukhovitsy to the town of

Zhizdru, Oryol Oblast, and took part in battles with the

Red Army there.

Separate smaller Armenian units operated in the

ranks of the German army in some sections of the South

and North Caucasus fronts.

After the final manning, each legion was put on oath

of allegiance to fascist Germany and its Fuhrer.

PhotoFact # 25

Scheme of activities of the Abwehr group 114 “Dromedar” formed by Armenian 
nationalists in the North Caucasus in the summer and autumn of 1942.

(From the collection of documents of the Main Directorate of the Security Service

of Ukraine in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea “Structure and Activities of 

German Intelligence Agencies during the Second World War”)
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Most of the legions are armed with Russian captured

weapons - rifles, machine guns, mortars, and anti-tank

guns. The commanders of the “Armenian legions” are

German officers. Armenians from the number of prisoners

of war, former soldiers of the Red Army and traitors to

the motherland who have undergone special monthly

officer courses in Germany, are appointed to command

posts from a company commander and below. Each

company commander has an adviser, German sergeant

major, who is the actual owner of the company.

In the ranks of the legions, the Gestapo and the gen-

darmerie spread a wide network of their agents and

provocateurs who helped to catch the “unreliable” elements

from among the legionnaires. Persons with a compromising

past before the Soviet regime were selected mainly for

this purpose.

All legionnaires were dressed in German uniforms

and, unlike the German army, had pink buttonholes on

their collars.

During the Germans” retreat from the North Caucasus,

a significant number of legionnaires remained on the lib-

erated territory and confessed, but some of them are still

hiding, representing the basis for gang-rebel groups.

According to documentary data for April 1943, it is

known that one of the leaders of German intelligence on

the Eastern Front, Colonel Hemprich, raises the question

of a radical reorganization of the work of Dromedar. For

this purpose, the German captain Pulluy, who was at
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Dromedar, was called to Warsaw. Data on the new forms

of work of Dromedar has not yet been received”34.

As can be seen from the Orientation 2/6/3563 of

June 5, 1943 from the 2nd Directorate of the USSR

NKGB, the Dromedar intelligence command, subordinated

to Abwehrgroup 101 under the headquarters of the 11th

German-Romanian field army of the Wehrmacht under

the command of Infantry General Erich von Manstein,

was originally formed from among the representatives

of the Armenian diaspora in Europe, France, Romania

and Bulgaria, mainly from the military and political

figures of the Dashnak Republic of Armenia, which

existed from May 1918 to December 1920 in the South

Caucasus, was created by the Ottoman Empire and de-

structed by the Bolshevik Russia. Its appearance in the

structure of Abwehr was the result of political agreements

on the full and unconditional loyalty of the leaders of

the European organizations of the Armenian nationalist

party Dashnaktsutyun, the leaders of the Armenian Na-

tional Socialist Group in the person of Nzhdeh’s associates

to the leaders of Nazi Germany and personally its

Fuhrer, reached during negotiations with the Minister

for Occupied Eastern Territories (Reichsministerium-

fürdiebesetztenOstgebiete) SA Reichleiter and Ober-

gruppenführer Alfred Ernst Rosenberg held in August

1941. The bodies of the Soviet military counterintelligence

34 Ibid. – No. 1459. – pp. 563-572.
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and state security considered the beginning of its

activities in August 1941, although its creation should

be attributed to March-April that year.

From the beginning of November 1941, almost imme-

diately after the German-Romanian forces defeated the

Red Army formations defending Crimea from the north

and captured Simferopol, the Armenian diaspora of the

peninsula became the main source for recruiting agents

by Dromedar team, which representatives were sent into

the rear of Red Army to the Taman Peninsula and to

Abkhazia after short preparations. Since the summer

1942, the Dromedar team operated in the North Caucasus

in the offensive zone of the 17th German-Romanian-

Slovak field army of the WehrmachtEngineer General of

the army Erwin Gustav Jenicke, received a large number

of people for their work in October 1942, when after the

Nazi offensive from the Maikop region on Tuapse in the

Pshish River valley the 408th Armenian Rifle Division of

the Red Army was surrounded on October 19-20 and

surrendered on October 22not having exhausted all

means of resistance. From among the prisoners of war

of this compound, the Dromedar group massively received

personnel that did not need basic military training, both

for training agents of intelligence and sabotage activities,

and for beginning the formation of the Armenian national

units of the Wehrmacht (the former Lt. Col. Serop Mis-

akovich Azizyan,born in 1904, a native of the village of

Karskilis, the province of Vam-Archem, Turkey, former
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commander of the 670th Infantry Regiment of the 408th

Armenian Rifle Division, headed this work in Dromedar).

Orientation 2/6/3563 dated June 5, 1943 by the 2nd

Directorate of the USSR NKGB did not have time to

enter the regional state security departments, as reports

on detention and liquidation of Dromedar agents began

to be received from peripheral units (city departments

and regional departments of UNKGB). In particular, on

June 14, the head of the USSR NKVD for the Stavropol

Territory, 3rd rank state security commissioner I.M.

Tkachenko, by Memorandum 72/1, informed the USSR

NKVD that as a result of intelligence and operational

work on the “territory of the Stavropol Territory freed from

the enemy, a nationalist spy organization created by the

German intelligence agency Dromedar, headed by the

Dashnak leader General Dro Kanayan, was opened and

liquidated in the cities of Stavropol, Pyatigorsk, Georgaevsk,

Kislovodsk and others. 97 people were arrested, 40

people are wanted and 50 people are being studied”35.

Messages of a similar content came from other territorial

state security departments of the North Caucasus and

Transcaucasia.

All this allowed 1st Rank State Security Commissioner

V.N. Merkulov, newly appointed after USSR NKVD reor-

ganization and separation of the USSR NKGB (People’s

State Security Commissioner) (April 14, 1943), to send

35 Ibid. – No. 1459. – pp. 563-572
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First page of the NKGB directive of the Azerbaijan SSR on the search for agents
of the Abwehr group 114 “Dromedar”, given based on the orientation of the 

2nd authority NKGB USSR No. 2/6/3563 of June 18, 1943
(Archive of the State Security Service of the Republic of Azerbaijan.

- PCB, c. 152 (AD-705). - Part 2. - p. 2)
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the first special report to the State Defence Committee

already on August 5 on the arrest of German intelligence

agents in the North Caucasus, and most content of the

report was devoted to describing the structure and

activities of the Dromedar Sonderkommando and the

first results of the counteractions by the state security

bodies in the field36. The report stated that “during the

search for German agents by the USSR NKGB, 52

German agents, ethnic Armenians sent into the rear of

the Red Army, were arrested in the territory of the North

Caucasus”, “in addition, 142 active participants of Armenian

nationalist formations created by the Germans during

the occupation in the cities of Rostov, Krasnodar, Armavir,

Pyatigorsk, Nalchik, Budennovsk, Georgievsk and others

were arrested in the cities of the North Caucasus freed

from the enemy”. As a result of interrogations and other

operational investigative actions in relation to the arrested

and confessed German Armenian agents, 42 public or

official officers of the intelligence team were identified, of

which “26 Dashnak emigrants, 12 traitors from the former

Red Army soldiers and 4 Germans, including captain

Pulluy, who is the de facto leader of Dromedar. 

This message extremely alarmed the GKO, since the

Dromedar emanated not so much a military-technical

but a political-ideological threat, associated if not with a

36 Ibid. – No. 1546. – V. 4, book 2: Great turning point. July 1 - December 31,

1943. - M., 2008.-pp. 190-193.
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full-scale revival of the manifestations of Armenian na-

tionalism in the USSR, but at least with the possible acti-

vation of anti-Soviet Armenian nationalist elements not

repressed in 1937-1939, which was fraught with the po-

tential danger of a partisan warfare and even a massive

armed uprising in the territory of the Armenian SSR, as

well as in other places of Armenians” compact settlement

- in the Abkhazian ASSR, Krasnodar and Stavropol Terri-

tories, Rostov Oblast of RSFSR. Therefore, on December

31, 1943, there was received a completely secret Order

2/6/31215 from the 2nd Directorate of the USSR NKGB to

combine into one agential case all the materials collected

in each territorial administration according to this orientation,

which in practice meant that from that moment all coun-

terintelligence work to counter the espionage activities of

employees and agents of Dromedar turned into a systemic

struggle of the USSR state security organs with any

manifestations of collaboration between Armenian nationals

and the Third Reich:

“According to the plan of intelligence and operational

measures approved by the Deputy People’s Commissar,

Comrade Kobulov, the 2nd Directorate instituted a cen-

tralized intelligence business under the nickname Ac-

complices for employees of the German intelligence

team Dromedar, their agents and all close family and

other close ties in the USSR.

In this regard, we ask that all agential developments,

case forms, and other agent materials related to the
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The list of command staff of the Abwehr group 114 “Dromedar”, from the directive
of the NKGB of the Azerbaijan SSR, given based on the orientation of the 2nd

Directorate of the NKGB USSR No. 2/6/3563 of June 18, 1943
(Archive of the State Security Service of the Republic of Azerbaijan.

- PCB, c. 152 (AD-705). - Part 2. - p. 3)
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German intelligence team Dromedar, available in the

production of the NKGB-UNKGB, be combined into one

agential business, beating the nickname Accomplices.

The collected intelligence and investigative mate-

rials must be thoroughly studied; according to them,

develop a plan of intelligence and operational meas-

ures aimed at revealing and liquidating the agents

left by Dromedar in the territory which was occupied

by German troops, intercepting communication chan-

nels with agents and Dashnak elements left in our

rear, as well as the introduction of our agents in the

Dromedar intelligence team.

The conduct of this study must be entrusted to a

qualified operational officer...”37.

The further path of the Dromedar Sonderkommando,

besides the one indicated in the documents published

by the state security agencies and military counterintel-

ligence, is no less well known. In early April 1943, it

arrived in the town of Voronovitsy, Vinnitsa Region,

Ukraine, where it was reorganized into Abwehrgroup

114 and subordinated to Abwehrkommando 101 (previ-

ously it was subordinate to the Abwehr group with the

same serial number, being its meldecopf - the advanced

detachment), which meant a significant increase in

status in the hierarchy of special services of the Third

Reich. Then, in November, Abwehrgroup 114 (Dromedar)

37 Archive of the State Security Service of Azerbaijan. - The permanent storage

fund. - c. 152 (AD-705). - Part 2. - p. 1.
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relocated to Zimnye Vody, 10km from Lviv; in March

1944, to the city of Sokolow (now Sokolow Podlaski,

the Masovian Voivodeship, Poland), where it became

subordinate to the Abwehrkommando 105. In July 1944,

the group arrived in Warsaw, where personnel were al-

located from it to create a new intelligence body, Einheit

Sturm (Sturm consolidated unit), after which its remaining

part, still acting as Abwehrgroup 114, went to Niederzee

in East Prussia, now the village of Ruciane-Nida, Pisce

Povet,the Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship, Poland), and

the newly assigned unit was sent to Belgrade to recruit,

train and transfer agents from among the inhabitants of

Armenian nationality of the Balkan countries to the rear

of Soviet troops. 

The last stages of the journey of the Abwehrgroup

114 were as follows: in November 1944 it was moved to

the village of Eshenbach near Berlin, in March 1945 - to

the city of Gmunden (Austria), where it was dissolved by

the German command at the end of April. In January

1945, the Einheit Sturm group was located in the town of

Keseikheli (Hungary), due to the approach of Soviet troops

it was evacuated to the city of Bergen on the island of

Rügen in the Baltic Sea; in March it received an order to

relocate to the city of Eger (now Cheb in the Czech

Republic, on the Czech-German border), the last known

place of deployment is the city of Parn near Dresden38.

38 Collection of reference materials on the German intelligence agencies acting

against the USSR during the Great Pat-riotic War of 1941-1945 - p. 73.
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At the time of the reorganization, Abwehrgroup 114

was engaged only in the autonomous training of scouts

and intelligence radio operators, recruiting personnel

from the camps of Soviet prisoners of war for this

matter and no longer dreamed of forming its own combat

units or organizing uprisings in Armenia or behind the

rear of the Soviet Army in areas of mass Armenian oc-

cupation. In addition to the headquarters, it consisted

of a permanent school of scouts-radio operators with a

two-month training cycle and a permanent teaching

staff, combatant and economic teams of a permanent

composition staffed by Armenians from among defectors

and prisoners of war. Up to 40 cadets, divided into

classes of 4-6 people, were trained in the school simul-

taneously; the combatant team counted of 65 people

and consisted of two platoons that were involved in

shift guard of location of the team and the school, and

were also occasionally involved by the German occupation

authorities in the struggle against the Soviet and Polish

partisans (1943-1944) in Ukraine and Poland, and later

with Anglo-American paratroopers saboteurs in Germany,

Austria and the Czech Republic. At the end of April, the

team was disbanded by the German command, the

personnel were invited to independently transfer to the

Anglo-American zone of occupation and surrender to

future winners there. In August 1945, many Armenians

who served in Dromedar combatant and economic

teams were transferred by the American occupation au-
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thorities to the USSR as repatriates and former Soviet

prisoners of war, but subsequently a significant part of

them was identified by the Soviet state security agencies,

their service in Dromedar was proved, while they them-

selves were convicted under the criminal article “for

treason to their homeland” for long terms of imprisonment

in forced labour camps of the USSR NKVD (in the mid-

1950s, prison terms of most of them were reduced and

at the end of 1955, many of them who did not show par-

ticular jealousy or cruelty in the service of the Nazis

were released from places of detention according to

the Decree of the Presidium of the USSR Supreme

Soviet of September 17, 1955 “On the amnesty of

Soviet citizens who collaborated with the invaders during

the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945”)39.

Reorganization of Abwehrgroup 114 coincided with

the subordination of Abwehr to the Main Directorate of

Imperial Security of Nazi Germany (RSHA), therefore

there is reason to believe that the Einheit Sturm was

not a completely Abwehr formation and was created in

the interests of the 6th Directorate of RSHA (SD-ausland)

for intelligence in the rear of Soviet troops on the

territory of Romania and Bulgaria, whose withdrawal

39 Archive of the State Security Agency of Azerbaijan. - cc. PS-75 (in relation

to Nersesov Amayak Arutyunovich), PS-6381 (in relation to Arzumanyan Setrak

Parsegovich), PS-6383 (in relation to Petrosyan Mikhail Airapetovich), PS-6456

(in relation to Avetisyan Sergey Rubenovich), PS-8939 (in relation to Arakelyan

Ruben Grigoryevich, Shashiryan Suren Arakelovich, Sahakyan Vartan Avagamovich),

PS-10497 (regarding Shirinyan Lazar Ba-baevich), PS-19629 (regarding Sargsyan

Artavazd Gareginovich).
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from the war in the summer of 1944 was already a

matter of a well foreseeable future. Garegin Nzhdeh

and his henchmen from the Nazi group Tsehakron in

Bulgaria acted precisely in the interests of this particular

intelligence agency of the SD, according to the testimony

of his curator Peter Kamsarakan, as mentioned above.

The service of the leaders of the Armenian diaspora of

Europe to the Third Reich began with Nzhdeh and it

ended on him, all as in the Book of Ecclesiastes or the

Preacher of the Old Testament of the Bible, because

even after his arrest in October 1944, the agents

recruited by him in the Balkan countries continued to

work for the Nazis.

The question of the relationship of the Sonderkom-

mando Dromedar, subsequently Abwehrgroup 114 and

Einheit Sturm (the combined unit of Sturm), and Garegin

Nzhdeh’s personality is interesting in the context of this

publication because the Soviet state security and military

counterintelligence agencies never perceived him as

an active practical figure but always positioned as the

ideologist of Armenian National Socialism or Nazism,

as evidenced by the formulations used by the head of

the 2nd Directorate of the USSR NKGB, the 3rd rank

State Security Commissar P.V. Fedotov to characterize

him in Orientation 2/6/3563 of June 5, 1943. We recall

that Nzhdeh was mentioned in its text twice: for the first

time as the creator of the “Armenian nationalist party,

like Hitler’s” and “former lieutenant of the Bulgarian
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service”, in the second - as the plenipotentiary repre-

sentative or deputy “from the National Socialist Armenian

group” in Armenian National Committee under the

Eastern Ministry of the Occupied Territories of Nazi

Germany. In this regard, we should pay attention to the

fact that this document of the state security agencies

was declassified one and a half decades ago and pub-

lished in the public domain by the employees of the

Russian FSB Academy with the consent and on behalf

of the senior management of this special service as far

back as in 2008.

But despite all this in 2019, that is, 11 years after the

Russian FSB openly and publicly called Nzhdeh an Ar-

menian Nazi and gave concrete examples of his collab-

oration with the Third Reich, the Russian Foreign Ministry

in its official report The Situation with Glorification of

Nazism, Spread of Neo-Nazism and other Practices

that Contribute to Escalation of Modern Forms of Racism,

Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and related Intolerance

of May 6, states that “there is evidence” of Nzhdeh’s

aiding the Nazis without any specifics. It has already

been said above that by such an assessment of Nzhdeh’s

personality, the Russian Foreign Ministry did not take

into account the opinion of the Russian Ministry of De-

fence on his account, and now it turns out that it ignored

the opinion of the Russian FSB as well, that is, of those

departments whose archival services are the main cus-

todians and publishers of information about the collab-
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oration of the Armenian Nazi Nzhdeh with the second

echelon of the party, military and political Third Reich at

least. Moreover, this disregard of facts can hardly be

called random, since it has been systematic and logically

consistent for at least 10 years, which cannot but

indicate the availability of an ambiguous position of the

Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs regarding facts testi-

fying to the state nature of the policy of glorification of

Nazism in Armenia.

PhotoFact # 29
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Nzhdeh’s Tsehakron – the theory of 

Nazism and racial superiority

In 1932, the Bulgarian Armenians elected Garegin

Nzhdeh, who at that time lived in Sofia, to be a delegate

at the 12th Congress of the Dashnaktsutyun Party as of-

ficial representative. This prompted Nzhdeh to create a

right-wing nationalist theory of the tsehakron designed,

in his opinion, to ideologically reform the Dashnaks”

party. In order to formulate and publicly express his

thoughts, Nzhdeh, together with another leader of the

Bulgarian committee of the Dashnaks” party, Hayk

Asatryan (the option of writing his name and surname

in the Russian language as Hayk Assaturian is also

known), prepared and published a series of articles that

set forth a new Armenians ideological concept invented

by them. Subsequently, it changed several times and

by the beginning of World War II acquired a logically

completed look. For creation of this ultranationalist ide-

ology, by the decision of the Dashnaks” party congress,

Nzhdeh was expelled from the party, since tsehakron

theory seemed more than radical even to the double-

dyed nationalists like them.

As can be seen from the published above testimonies

of the former agent of the SD and Abwehr, the ethnic Ar-

menian Peter Kamsarakan, who had recruited Nzhdeh

at one time to the Foreign Intelligence Service of the
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Third Reich, during interrogations by the USSR Ministry

of Internal Affairs, he translated the word “tsehakron”

into Russian as “racism’, and the same name of the or-

ganization as “racists’40. That is, the neologism of

“Rodover’, supposedly representing a literal tracing, and

not a contextual translation of the concept of “tsehakron”

into Russian was specially invented recently by Armenian

propagandists to hide or replace the authentic translation

of this word with a more harmonious version devoid of

ideological determinism. In a statement of the USSR

Minister of Internal Affairs, Colonel General S.N.

Kruglov,published in the appendices and addressed to

I.V. Stalin and other senior leaders of the USSR of

October 18, 1948, it was stated that Nzhdeh, who was

PhotoFact # 30
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acquainted with Kamsarakan’s testimonies, fully agreed

with them, i.e. confirmed the fact that he is the creator of

the ideology of Armenian racism41. 

But not only Nzhdeh and Kamsarakan defined the

theory of the tsehakron as racist. Memoirs of the Colonel

of the military counterintelligence service of the USSR

KGB V.M. Ovsepyan, Garegin Nzhdeh and the KGB:

Memoirs of the Intelligence Agent, who in 1952-1953 in

the rank of captain and in the post of senior detective of

the 1st Department (foreign intelligence) of the Ministry of

State Security of the Armenian SSR carried out operational

work with Nzhdeh, were published in Yerevan in 2007. In

his memoirs, he, being the chairman of the Council of

Veterans of the Armenian State Security Agencies and

PhotoFact # 31
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41 Ibid. – c. 201. – p. 185-187.
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due to this status having an access to the archive of the

country’s special services, published a number of docu-

ments of the Investigation 11411 of the MGB of the

Armenian SSR regarding Nzhdeh (1945-1947), including

the interrogation protocol of Nzhdeh’s former ally in the

Dashnaktsutyun Party, Hovhannes Devejyan. Currently,

the documents are stored in the archive of the National

Security Service of Armenia, in the fund of cases completed

by the judicial review (Archive Case 8882). Devejyan

also lived in Sofia in 1923-1933, was a member of the

Dashnak’s committee in Bulgaria, and together with

Nzhdeh in 1932 was elected to the 12th Congress of this

nationalist party, which was held in Paris. Then he moved

to Romania, worked for Nazi intelligence during the

Second World War, was arrested by the Soviet military

counterintelligence, transferred to Yerevan to conduct op-

erational investigative actions against him, and was even

kept in the same prison cell with Nzhdeh. During the in-

terrogation, which took place on August 28, 1947, Devejyan

stated: “If we clarify the word “tsehakron’, we get worshipto

the race and preservation of its purity, which is equivalent

to Nazism-Hitlerism. Thus, Nzhdeh and his “Tsehakron”

propagated fascism in Armenian reality”42.

As we can see, in the middle of the 20th century

several educated intellectuals of Armenian nationality

42 Hovsepyan V.M. Garegin Nzhde hand the KGB: Memoirs of intelligence

agent…– p. 22.
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who graduated from universities in the capitals of

European countries, who knew several languages, as

Kamsarakan, Devejyan, and Nzhdeh himself were fluent

in at least three or four foreign languages, when translating

the word “tsehakron” into Russian used the specific and

understandable word “racism” or “Nazism’, and not the

mythical concept of “rodover’. At the same time, speaking

about this, all of them quite consciously realized that the

tsehakron is an ideology of racial or national superiority

of Armenians.

However, such their revelations were not news for

employees of the organs of Soviet state security and

military counterintelligence. During the Great Patriotic

War, Nzhdeh was wanted through SMERSH-NKGB-

MGB not as an agent of Abwehr, SD or Gestapo, but as

the political leader of Armenian collaboration in the

interests of the Third Reich, one of the senior functionaries

of the Armenian Diaspora in Europe, who massively col-

laborated with the Nazis during the Second World War

II. In the eyes of the Soviet military and political leaders,

the ideological or political component of his complicity

with the Nazis was a much greater threat to the USSR

and its armed forces compared to what a single agent

without real contacts can represent in the rear of the

Red Army. Therefore, starting from July 18, 1943, ac-

cording to Orientation 2/6/3563 of the USSR NKGB the

state security and military counterintelligence agen-

ciessearched for him as “aDashnak active in the past, a
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former lieutenant of the Bulgarian army, who organized

a separate Armenian National Socialist Party of the

Hitler’s type, member of the Armenian National Committee

in Berlin”43. Thus, in 1943 or in 1948, no one doubted

the fact that Nzhdeh was a Nazi and the creator of the

Armenian Nazi party, whichname translated into Russian

like Racists, but with the advent of the 21stcentury, the

opinion about him in Armenia and in Russia has been

diametrically opposite: he has begun and continues to

be perceived in Yerevan as an artificially created image

of a national hero, and in Moscow as “an ambiguous po-

litical figure of a nationalist nature, for whom there is in-

formation about cooperation with the Third Reich, “glori-

PhotoFact # 32
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fication of ideology and identity of whom, according to a

statement by Russian MFA Spokesman M.Zaharova is

“an internal affair of Armenia”.

In order to propagate his theory, Nzhdeh, being the

leader of the Armenian diaspora in Bulgaria for a long

time, published the nationalist journal Hrovk in Sofia

and then the less financially expensive newspaper

Razmig, the permanent editor of which was his like-

minded and associate Hayk Asatryan, and after his

death in 1943 - Garo Kevorkyan. It was in 1932 in this

journal that Nzhdeh published his first article outlining

the theory of the tsehacron, which was called Tsehakron

PhotoFact # 33
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as a Guarantee of Victory and was devoted to a specific

description of the tsehamard - an Armenian Aryan.

Thus, thanks to Nzhdeh’s active journalistic and pub-

lishing activities, Bulgaria actually became the birthplace

of modern Armenian nationalism in its worst ideological

expression.

Appearance of this article just at that time was not

the result of a simple set of circumstances, but the

logical outcome of Nzhdeh’s finding a role model in the

person of the Fuhrer of the German people Adolf Hitler.

That year, the NSDAP won a landslide victory in the July

7 parliamentary elections, gaining the majority of seats

in the German Reichstag, while Hitler himself took

second place with a third of the votes in the German

Reich Presidential election on April 10, making him the

main contender for the Chancellor. Seeing the growing

popularity of Nazism in Germany and its neighbouring

countries, as well as in the conservative circles of Great

Britain and the USA, Nzhdeh intuitively felt that his new

ideology for the Armenian diaspora should be similar to

the ideology of Nazism, which has turned out to be so

popular in a number of European countries, for which he

borrowed many of its provisions.

The archive of the State Security Service of the Re-

public of Azerbaijan contains a selection of documents

from the Department of State Security of the People’s

Commissariat of Internal Affairs of the Transcaucasian

Socialist Federative Soviet Republic (ZSFSR NKVD
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UGB) for the Azerbaijan SSR. It is connected with the

directive of this body previously classified as Top Secret,

dated April 7, 1935 to its territorial divisions - city de-

partments and local branches44. The directive begins

with an analysis of the problem, the solution of which

required arrangement of all the forces of the Soviet

state security in the region:

“The activity that has been outlined after the 12th

Congress in the work of the Dashnaks both abroad and

within the country has recently become distinctly emerging

in the form of escalation into fascism.

Remaining on the basis of an implacable struggle

against Bolshevism, Dashnaktsutyun approved this

struggle in the form of fascistization as the only way to

strengthen its authority and give a militant spirit. To de-

termine the “sequence” of their transition to the path of

fascism, Dashnak ideologists put forward the notorious

theory of Aryanism as applied to the Armenian nation.

These questions were most clearly formulated by

major figures of the Dashnaktsutyun Party in Europe.

So, for example, Nzhdeh writes in the article My Word to

the Younger Generation of Armenians:

“... Religion hovers - this is a new wave that raises

the Armenian life and contrasts our spiritual organism to

the threat of death in an alien environment...”.

44 Ibid. – c. PF-861, – pp. 7-11.
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The strengthening of fascist tendencies is also ob-

served among the developed underground Dashnak

asset, expressed in the following:

“...If, having seized power, Dashnaktsutyun comes

to dominance with its half-hearted program of socialism,

then we will all leave this party. Finally, we must learn

from Hitler how to act”45.

Nzhdeh’s appeal “to the younger generation of Ar-

menians” “to learn from Hitler how to act” sounded quite

symptomatic at that time. The notorious Kristallnacht –

an organized mass pogrom of Jews in Germany in 1938

has not yet happened; the gas chambers and furnaces

of the Auschwitz-Birkenau crematoriums have not yet

begun their hellish work, but the theory of a “final solution

of the Jewish question” has already been formulated

and proclaimed; SS Untersturmfuhrer Baron Leopold Itz

Edler von Mildenstein has already created his own Jews

... If, having seized power, “Dashnaktsutyun”
comes to dominance with its half-hearted socialism
program, then we will all leave this party. We must
finally learn how to act from Hitler “

(From Nzhdeh's article “My Word to the Younger

Generation of Armenians”, 1934)

“

45 Ibid. – p. 8.
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Department in the structure of the SD Main Directorate,

and Otto Adolf Eichmann has already written a review of

Zionism theorist Theodor Herzl’s book Jewish Statehood,

in which he recommended the mass extermination of

Jews as “enemies of the Reich”. In other words, Nzhdeh

encouraged his followers to learn to do with the Turkic

and generally Muslim peoples the same that the Nazis

would soon begin to do with the Jews, first in Germany,

and then in all occupied territories of Europe.

Nzhdeh’s theory of Tsehakron divides all Armenians

into three “sensually conscious parts”: Tsehamard,

Zhokhovurd and Takank. Tsehamard, in Nzhdeh’s inter-

pretation, is the best part of the Armenian nation, the

purpose of which is to perpetuate the presence of Arme-

nians in Armenia, it carries the ideology of the Armenian

people and passes it on to descendants, it is Tsehamard

that consciously fights and sacrifices itself to save the

honour of the motherland. In Nzhdeh’s understanding,

PhotoFact # 34
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Zhokovurd is an undecided and vacillating part of the Ar-

menians. Zhohovurd is subject to the effect of the crowd,

living an everyday life, while the Tsehamards live with

eternal ideals and goals, memory of the past, as well as

with a firm faith in the future and daily long struggle at

the same time. Takank, unlike them, is an apostate, an

internal enemy that is part of an external enemy. As the

Armenian Takank is spineless and has no sense of pride,

is egocentric and mercantile, there are no obligations to

the nation and state in his mind, but he always requires

something for himself. In Nzhdeh’s understanding, Takank

has no nationality. The fact that he speaks Armenian is

only a consequence of the fact that his parents gave him

this language as a means of communication, he has not

yet found another. Takank does not recognize Armenia

as the homeland, he seeks to live in the diaspora, the

highest value for him is material well-being. Respectively,

according to Nzhdeh, passion Tsehamards should lead

philistine Zhokhovurds and expel Takank degenerates

from the Armenian nation.

Such a ranking of representatives of the Armenian

ethnos was aimed not so much at raising the national and

patriotic spirit among the Armenian diaspora, but at politi-

cizing its life. Among Armenians, blood-related and ethno-

religious ties are traditionally strong, and therefore for

many of the Armenians living in the Diaspora, status within

the community is more important and subjectively significant

than the position in the society of the country of residence.
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It was this feeling that Nzhdeh was guided by while

creating his theory of the tsehakron: considering himself a

Tsehamard, or a bearer of the Armenian national idea, he

demanded emotional, moral and material submission to

him from other Armenian inhabitants, or Zhohovurds, and

he branded those who did not recognize his authority as a

Takank - a traitor to the interests of the people and the na-

tional idea. A similar management technique is inherent

today in most non-traditional churches and totalitarian

sects; it is described in detail in the scientific literature.

However, in the 1930s, few people knew about it, and

therefore Nzhdeh either intuitively sensed it on the basis

of rich empiricism, or borrowed it from the outside, only

adapting it to the identity of the Armenian ethnos. The

choice of the source of plagiarism in the concrete historical

realities of that time was small for him - either Benito Mus-

solini’s Italian fascism, or Adolf Hitler’s German Nazism.

Without further ado, Nzhdeh transferred the concept of

seven moral dominants or cults from the ideology of

German Nazism to his tsehakron theory. However, he

clearly did not think that this could push his critics into

analogy with the Jewish menorah and thereby cast on

him a shadow of suspicion in consent with the Jewish

Cabbalistic tradition. The theoretical basis of the ideologues

proposed by him was the 25 Point Program of the National

Socialist Workers Party of Germany (NSDAP) of April 1,

1920 (“25 Punkte-Programm N.S.D.A.P.”), declared in

1926 as “inviolable” principles of German Nazism.
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The cult of the homeland demanded devotion and

worship of the land on which the Armenian nation naturally

formed, on which it built its state and civilization, created

its original culture. A similar requirement was contained in

Paragraphs 10 and 20 of the NSDAP program, which

stated: “The first obligation for every German citizen is to

perform mental or physical work. The activities of each in-

dividual citizen should not contradict the interests of society

as a whole. On the contrary, such activity should proceed

within the framework of society and be aimed at the

common good”; “The programs of all educational institutions

should be brought into line with the requirements of

practical life. From the very beginning of the development

of the child’s consciousness, the school should purposefully

teach him/her to understand the ideas of statehood.”

PhotoFact # 35
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The blood cult forbade Armenians to marry representatives

of other ethnic groups, while Armenian women could give

birth from men of a different nationality, but subject to the

upbringing of children according to the teachings of the

tsehakron. From Nzhdeh’s point of view, only an ethnic Ar-

menian, fulfilling his duties to the country, could be a citizen

of Armenia. The blood cult proclaimed by him was identical

to the content of Paragraphs 4 and 6 of the NSDAP Party

program: “A citizen of Germany can only be one who

belongs to the German nation, in whose veins the German

blood flows, regardless of religious affiliation”; “The right to

hold posts related to lawmaking, as well as government

administration, may belong exclusively to citizens.”

The cult of the language obliged the Armenians to

speak with each other only in Armenian and suggested

PhotoFact # 36
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levelling out the dialects. As a result, the literary Armenian

language was to be formed, in connection with which the

ideological disclosure of the cultural content and meaning

of words was considered important. Since the German lit-

erary language, the language of Schiller and Goethe,

was formed in Germany in the middle of the 19th century,

for the Nazis this issue was not relevant. However, Para-

graph 23 of the NSDAP Program established the practice

of domination of the “German press”, in which all “em-

ployees, editors and publishers of German newspapers

printed in German were citizens of the state”, i.e. ethnic

Germans, and “non-German newspapers should receive

special permission from the state to publish” and “should

not be published in German.”

The cult of the persons fallen for the Armenian nation

declared the deceased Tsehamards the saints of the

PhotoFact # 37
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Armenian Apostolic Church (AAC) according to the

canons of the Armenian-Gregorian religion and demanded

a corresponding public and church worship of their

memory. For this, the AAC established a special church

holiday, Vardanank. It is celebrated on Thursdays eight

weeks before Easter in mid-February, in memory of

those who died in the Battle of Avaraira, although it

took place on May 26 or June 2, 451. On this day, all

those who died at the hands of the enemies of Armenia

are remembered as the holy martyrs of the AAC, which

closely echoes the cult of blood and strengthens its sig-

nificance in the public mentality.

The cult of ancestors declared the greatest atrocity to

interrupt the spiritual connection between previous and

next generations of the Armenian nation and demanded

knowledge of national history in its official interpretation

PhotoFact # 38
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from the Tsehamards and Zhokhovurds, even if it did not

correspond to the canons of classical historical science.

This cult led to the rooting the cult of the “progenitor of Ar-

menians” Hayk Naapet, supposedly the grandson of the

patriarch Noah or the prophet Nuh, in the mentality of Ar-

menians. This, in turn, led to the idea of the birthright of

Armenians among all the existing peoples.

According to Nzhdeh, the cult of strength required the

Armenians to actively develop physically and constantly

train physical strength, since life, according to Nzhdeh’s

theory, gives way to those who are strong in spirit, mind

and body and wins not fair one, but strong one. This cult

was fully consistent with or was borrowed from Paragraph

21 of the NSDAP Program. Thanks to this aspect of

Nzhdeh’s theory, neo-paganism began to develop among

PhotoFact # 39
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Armenians in the 1930s, when the object of worship

became the ancient Armenian deity Vahagn, which was

close to the Nazi cult of the supreme ancient German

deity Wotan, who was considered the patron saint of the

SS in Nazi Germany. Nazi propaganda borrowed this ide-

ology from the Austrian philologist and philosopher Guido

von List, influenced by the ideas of whom Hitler was at the

beginning of his political career. He considered neo-pagan

Wotanism a form of the ancient German religion, designed

“for the lower social classes”, and whose doctrine was ex-

pressed in the form of popular parables and myths. 

The cult of the leader demanded respect and uncondi-

tional submission to “sparapet’, the supreme leader or

Fuhrer of all Armenians from among the tsehamards,

whose power was limited only by his subjective vision of

the interests of the Armenian nation. Nzhdeh naturally

saw himself as a sparapet of all Armenians of the world. In

Nazi Germany, this practice manifested itself on August 9,

1934, when Hitler united in his person the two highest

posts - the Reich President and the Reich Chancellor,

was called the “Führer-Principle” (Föhrer-prinzip) and was

formulated in the form of the slogan “One people, one em-

pire, one Führer” “(Ein Volk, Ein Reich, Ein Föhrer).

Indeed, if we compare the ideologies of German Nazism

and Armenian nationalism, then you can find much more

in common than differences between them. If we discard

all his ideological tinsel about the “Aryanism of the German

nation”, Adolf Hitler’s theory came down to three practical
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provisions: 1) building a party state in which the administrative

activities of the bureaucracy and all financial and commercial

activity of the business will be aimed at solving political

problems determined by the party and the Fuhrer; 2) the

conquest of living space for the rule of the German nation;

3) the solution of the “Jewish question”, ie separation of

Germans and Jews. If you look at the essence of this

issue, the ideologemes of the Republican Party of Armenia

in the form of canons of Nzhdeh’s theory of tsehakron

also contained a similar trinity of goal-setting: 1) building a

party state in Armenia, all key posts in which would be oc-

cupied by RPA representatives or other Nzhdeh’s followers;

2) the conquest of living space for the Armenian nation

through the annexation of the lands of neighbouring

countries - Turkey, Georgia and Azerbaijan; 3) the solution

of the “Turkic issue”, i.e. separation of Armenians and

other Turkic-Muslim peoples of the South Caucasus by

the total expulsion of their representatives from the territory

of Armenia. As you can see, the fundamental difference in

the theories of German Nazism and Armenian nationalism

was only one thing: who should be considered the number

one enemy; in other issues, there was the highest degree

of correlation between them.

There were only a few differences between the German

Nazis and Armenian nationalists in the implementation of

these plans. Hitler and his henchmen first built their party

state for six years and prepared for a war for world domi-

nation, and then fought for six years before their complete
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military and political defeat. The Armenian nationalists, at

first, started the war for living space on the ruins of the

Soviet Union, which went down in history as the Karabakh

War of 1988-1994, expelled up to 1.2 million ethnic Azer-

baijanis from Armenia and the occupied lands of Azerbaijan,

and after that they started building a party state. It was a

time when a junta of

field commanders of il-

legal armed groups of

the Armenian sepa-

ratists from Nagorno-

Karabakh came to pow-

er in Armenia as a result

of the coup in Novem-

ber 1999. It was led by

natives and former citi-

zens of Azerbaijan

Robert Kocharian and

Serzh Sargsyan, and

the Republican Party of

Armenia became the

political instrument for

expressing their power

ambitions and thirst for

profit.

For 18 years, they

managed to establish

the political dictatorship
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of the Republican Party of Armenia in the country - all

other parties and their unions played an exclusively dec-

orative and cosmetic role. Like the NSDAP in Nazi

Germany, the ruling party of Armenia also had its own

guard units in the person of the Union of Volunteers

(Erkrap). Its members could be only veterans of the

military operations in Karabakh or retired soldiers of the

occupation corps of the Armenian Armed Forces in the

occupied Azerbaijani lands, known as the “Artsakh Defence

Army.” The Union of Volunteers, being a paramilitary or-

ganization, is integrated into the system of the Armed

Forces of Armenia, has a separate legal regulation of its

existence and activities, its own property, including military,

and attributes, which is very similar to the units of the NS-

DAP SA and SS during the formation of the Nazi regime

in Germany. The structures of the Union of Volunteers

(Erkrap) are officially charged with the duties of propaganda,

pre-conscription and post-conscription training for young

people, partial functions of the civil defence in organizing

labour duties of civilians in war and emergency situations,

in short, all that was the responsibility of the SA in Nazi

Germany after reorganization of 1934.

After the collapse of the USSR, modern Armenian na-

tionalists, unlike the German Nazis, managed to realize

almost all the postulates of Nzhdeh’s theory of tsehakron,so

similar to the ideas of Hitlerism, in the controlled territory,

including the occupied regions of Azerbaijan. The result

of conscious and systematic implementation of such a
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policy over the past thirty years has been the transformation

of Armenia into a mono-ethnic state. In the structure of its

population, ethnic communities of national minorities

make up no more than 1%. The first step in this direction

was taken in 1988-1992, when the entire Azerbaijani

population was expelled from Armenia and the occupied

territories of Azerbaijan. Following them, Jews and Russians

left the country. Currently, the Jewish community of

Armenia totals no more than 100, and the Russian com-

munity totals 5 thousand people, and most of their repre-

sentatives are in mixed marriages. All this led to the

closure of most secondary schools teaching in Russian

and all schools teaching in Azerbaijani. The inability to

choose the language of education contributes to the as-

similation or Armenization of representatives of other na-

tional minorities - Aisors and Yezidi Kurds. The imple-

mentation of this policy by the official authorities is funda-

mentally contrary to the Framework Convention for the

Protection of the Rights of National Minorities of the

Council of Europe of February 1, 1995. The Framework

Convention, which Armenia signed on July 25, 1997 and

ratified on July 20, 1998, entered into force on the territory

of the country on November 1, 1998. However, as we

noted, the policy pursued by the Armenian authorities

does not meet the provisions of this document: especially

Article 4 (prohibition of discrimination), Art. 5 (prohibition

of assimilation), Art. 11 (use of minority languages in

public places and personal names), Art. 16 (refusal to
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change measures of population structure), Art. 17 (cross-

border contacts) and Art. 18 (cross-border cooperation).

The fact of the almost complete mononationality of

modern Armenia was recognized by the Deputy Foreign

Minister of Armenia Ashot Hovakimyan during the hearings

in the Third Committee of the UN General Assembly on

April 25-28, 2017 when discussing the report on the im-

plementation of international obligations under the Inter-

Practice evidence of awarding the medal after the 
Nazi criminal Nzhdeh in the armed forces of Armenia

PhotoFact # 42
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national Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Racial Discrimination. He honestly answered the question

that not a single ethnic Azerbaijani left in the country, while

on the eve of the USSR collapse, more than half a million

lived there. Thus, the Deputy Minister, in essence, repeated

the statement made by the ex-president of Armenia Robert

Kocharian at the meeting of the 1st Session of the Parlia-

mentary Assembly of the Council of Europe on January

30, 2003, which was

absolutely racist and

fully sustained in the

spirit of the Nzhdeh’s

theory of tsehakron on

“genetic incompatibility

of Armenians and Azer-

baijanis”.

There is one more

aspect proving that Ar-

menian nationalism

surpassed German

Nazism in certain is-

sues of the practical

implementation of its

ideology. After the cap-

ture of “living space”,

the Nazis proposed to

carry out its total Ger-

manization, including

PhotoFact # 43
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shot by order of the Ministry

Culture Armenia
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by renaming all geographical objects, but could not do

it. In Armenia, this practice is a fait accompli - all

toponyms and hydronyms are given new names in the

Armenian language. Moreover, not as a result of the

translation of their traditional names with Turkic, Persian

or Russian roots into Armenian, but by creating for them

2,000 fundamentally new toponyms and hydronyms that

have nothing common with the pre-Armenian history of

the area, which completely does not comply with the

principles of UNESCO as an integral part of the UN.

Certainly, outside Armenia, new names of geographical

objects are not recognized by anyone, and after the

return of the occupied territories to the jurisdiction of

Azerbaijan, all previous names will be restored. Never-

theless, the Armenization of the territory, at least in the

consciousness of the Armenians themselves, has already

taken place, and they will consider this space “their

own” even in the absence of resources and opportunities

for its settlement.

The facts listed above convincingly indicate that by

their actions on glorification Nazi criminal Nzhdeh and

propaganda of his Nazi theory of tsehakron the Armenian

authorities deliberately and consistently violate the pro-

visions of Articles 4 and 7 of the International Convention

on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

adopted by the UNGA Resolution No. 2106 of December

21, 1965, and its basic principle, formulated in the pre-

amble of this international legal act, “that any theory of
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superiority based on racial differentiation is scientifically

false, morally reprehensive, and socially unjust and

dangerous, and that there is no justification for racial

discrimination, wherever that may be, either in theory

or in practice.” They also violate Article 4 of the Inter-

national Convention, according to which “Member states

condemn all propaganda and all organizations based

on the ideas or theories of superiority of one race or

group of persons of a certain skin colour or ethnic

origin, or trying to justify, or encouraging racial hatred

and discrimination in any form, and undertake to take

immediate and positive measures aimed at eradicating

any incitement to such discrimination or acts of dis-

crimination”, for which (Paragraph B) “declare illegal

and prohibit organizations, as well as organized and

any other propaganda activities that promote and incite

racial discrimination, and recognize participation in

such organizations or in such activities as an offense

punishable by law”, and (Paragraph C) “do not allow

national or local government or government agencies

to promote or incite racial discrimination.”

According to Article 7 of the International Convention

on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,

“Member states undertake to take immediate and ef-

fective measures, in particular in the fields of teaching,

education, culture and information, with a view to com-

bating prejudices leading to racial discrimination, pro-

moting mutual understanding, tolerance and friendship
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between nations and racial or ethnic groups, as well as

promoting the goals and principles of the Charter of

the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, the Declaration of the Organization United

Nations Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Racial Discrimination and this Convention.” However,

in modern Armenia, such a nationalistic prejudice, as

Nzhdeh’s theory of tsehakron, has been elevated to

the rank of official state ideology. The proof of this is

the installation of monuments to its theorist in public

places in Armenia for the monumental propaganda of

the triumph of this prejudice in the consciousness of

the Armenian society, as well as the compulsion of rep-

resentatives of the Armenian diaspora by the authorities

of this country to similar actions in other countries.

The practice of glorification the personality and ide-

ology of the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh in Armenia contradicts

not only UN international law, but also the political and

legal documents of the European Parliament. In particular,

Paragraph 8 of the Resolution on the rise of neo-

fascist violence in Europe, 2018/2869, RSP of October

25, 2018 indicates that “fascist ideology and intolerance

are always associated with an attack on democracy

per se”; Paragraph 28 states that “historical awareness

is one of the preconditions for the prevention of such

crimes in the future and plays an important role in edu-

cating young generations”; Paragraph 30 calls for a

“common culture of memory that rejects the fascist
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crimes of the past”; deeply concerned that “younger

generations in Europe and elsewhere are less and less

concerned about the history of fascism and therefore

risk becoming indifferent to new threats”; Paragraph

31 “calls on Member States to promote education

through mass culture regarding the diversity of our

society and our shared history, including the atrocities

of World War II, such as the Holocaust, and the sys-

tematic dehumanization of its victims over the years.”

As we see, after the UN General Assembly, the European

Parliament condemns in this resolution the glorification

of Nazism in its new forms and practices in all European

countries, including Armenia, but the authorities and

the politicized part of the society of this country remain

deaf to such calls.

Nazi criminal Nzhdeh metro station in Yerevan

PhotoFact # 44
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Drastamat Kanayan (“General Dro”) 

in the service of German Nazism

Nzhdeh’s and Dro’s activities in the service of German

Nazism were inextricably linked, although in historical

sources one can find numerous evidence that these two

leaders of Armenian nationalism constantly competed

among themselves in the struggle for the favour of the

bosses of the RSHA, Abwehr and the Ministry of Occupied

Eastern Territories of Nazi Germany. Their personal

hostility and the antagonism of ambitions to occupy the

highest leadership position in “Greater Armenia” under

the protectorate of Nazi Germany after the defeat of the

USSR in the war was really so great that the functionaries

of the Third Reich had no choice but to leave one of

them (Nzhdeh) subordinated the 6th Directorate of the

RSHA, and the other (Dro) to submit to military intelligence.

But despite all the conflicts that existed between these

characters in the past, their apology in modern Armenia

is approximately on the same level, with the only difference

being that, with respect to Nzhdeh, the vector of worship

policy is directed to a more ideological plane, and in the

case of Dro, more to the military and political plane.

Dro was brought into the service of the Third Reich

on Nzhdeh’s recommendation by the above-mentioned

agent of the 6th Administration of the RSHA Peter Kam-

sarakan, who described in detail all the circumstances
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of his recruitment in his own testimony, compiled by him

during his detention in the Internal prison of the USSR

Ministry of State Security on Lubyanka Square in Moscow.

In his testimony of October 21, 1948, Kamsarakan

outlined very valuable circumstances of this case: it

turns out that the initiator of the recruitment and use of

Armenian nationalists in the interests of the Nazi special

services was Commissioner of the 6th Administration of

the RSHA in Vienna SS Hauptsturmführer Wilhelm Höttl,

also Walter or Herbert Hagen, Willy Holten and Dr. Os-

terman, a personality in every way outstanding and

even iconic in intelligence history, deserving of a somewhat

more detailed story. As a boy, Hettle became a member

PhotoFact # 45

The grave of the Nazi criminal Dro on the territory of the memorial in
memory of the Bash-Aparan battle of 1918 

(Aparan city, Aragatsotn region, Armenia)
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of the SS cell operating in his school (Membership Card

No. 309510), and in 1934 joined the NSDAP (Membership

Card No. 6309616) and, apparently, at the same time

became a secret officer in German intelligence. As an

Austrian, he was recruited to serve in the SD right after

the Anschluss in March 1937 at the age of 22 from a

graduate course at the Faculty of History at the University

of Vienna, having made a dizzying career at the RSHA

for 7 years of service from an ordinary cadet of the intel-

ligence school and SS Untersturmfuhrer to the head of

the department and SS-Obersturmbanführer, which was

greatly facilitated by personal acquaintance with the

family of the head of the RSHA SS-Obergruppenführer

and Police General Ernst Kaltenbrunner, a neighbour in

a parents” villa in the town of Altaussee, Styria, Austria.

However, Hettle not at all was obliged for success in

the field of work to high-ranking patrons, not to a

successful marriage, but exclusively to his intellect and

operational instinct, thanks to which he was widely

known in narrow and very closed circles of special

services in his early youth, as evidenced by his direct

and most active participation in a number of very high-

profile German intelligence operations. In 1940, at the

age of 25 years and in the rank of SS-Hauptsturmführer

and as the representative of the SD in Vienna, he

studied in detail all the mistakes made in carrying out a

swindle with issue in Austria and the subsequent legal-

ization of fake French banknotes in European countries,
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ПРЕЗИДИУМ ВЕРХОВНОГО СОВЕТА СССР

УКАЗ

от 19 апреля 1943 года

О мерах наказания для немецко-фашистских злодеев, виновных в убийствах 

и истязаниях советского гражданского населения и пленных красноармейцев, для шпионов, 

изменников родины из числа советских граждан и для их пособников

В освобожденных Красной Армией от немецко-фашистских захватчиков городах и селах обнаружено множество

фактов неслыханных зверств и чудовищных насилий, учиненных немецкими, итальянскими, румынскими, венгерскими,

финскими фашистскими извергами, гитлеровскими агентами, а также шпионами и изменниками родины из числа советских

граждан над мирным советским населением и пленными красноармейцами. Многие десятки тысяч ни в чем неповинных

женщин, детей и стариков, а также пленных красноармейцев зверски замучены, повешены, расстреляны, заживо сожжены

по приказам командиров воинских частей и частей жандармского корпуса гитлеровской армии, начальников гестапо,

бургомистров и военных комендантов городов и сел, начальников лагерей для военнопленных и других представителей

фашистских властей.

Между тем, ко всем этим преступникам, виновным в совершении кровавых расправ над мирным советским

населением и пленными красноармейцами, и к их пособникам из местного населения применяется в настоящее время

мера возмездия, явно не соответствующая содеянным ими злодеяниям.

Имея в виду, что расправы и насилия над беззащитными советскими гражданами и пленными красноармейцами

и измена родине являются самыми позорными и тяжкими преступлениями, самыми гнусными злодеяниями, Президиум

Верховного Совета СССР постановляет:

1. Установить, что немецкие, итальянские, румынские, венгерские, финские фашистские злодеи, уличенные в

совершении убийств и истязаний гражданского населения и пленных красноармейцев, а также шпионы и изменники

родины из числа советских граждан караются смертной казнью через повешение.

2. Пособники из местного населения, уличенные в оказании содействия злодеям в совершении расправ и

насилий над гражданским населением и пленными красноармейцами, караются ссылкой в каторжные работы на срок от

15 до 20 лет.

3. Рассмотрение дел о фашистских злодеях, виновных в расправах и насилиях над мирным советским населением

и пленными красноармейцами, а также о шпионах, изменниках родины из числа советских граждан и о их пособниках из

местного населения возложить на военно-полевые суды, образуемые при дивизиях действующей армии в составе:

председателя военного трибунала дивизии (председатель суда), начальника особого отдела дивизии и заместителя

командира дивизии по политической части (члены суда), с участием прокурора дивизии.

4. Приговоры военно-полевых судов при дивизиях утверждать командиру дивизии и приводить в исполнение

немедленно.

5. Приведение в исполнение приговоров военно-полевых судов при дивизиях - повешение осужденных к смертной

казни - производить публично, при народе, а тела повешенных оставлять на виселице в течение нескольких дней, чтобы

все знали, как караются и какое возмездие постигнет всякого, кто совершает насилие и расправу над гражданским

населением и кто предает свою родину.

Председатель Президиума

Верховного Совета СССР

М. КАЛИНИН

Секретарь Президиума

Верховного Совета СССР

А. ГОРКИН

Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR of
April 19, 1943 No. 39 on conducting a new forum of criminal 

punishment for Nazi criminals and their accomplices
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which ended in a grandiose European scandal involving

representatives of the Austrian clan aristocracy and the

first persons of the state in the role of suspected in order

to prevent henceforth their recurrence during the operation

Bernhard with the release and distribution of fake British

5-pound notes to different countries of the world, which

were in circulation until 1955, due to which the Nazi res-

idency perfectly existed and operated in Europe and

South America from mid-1940 until the end of World

War II. In September 1943, Wilhelm Hettle with the rank

of SS-Sturmbanfuhrer, being a resident of Nazi foreign

intelligence in Southeast Europe - in Italy, Romania,

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the Balkans and

Greece, carried out operational support for the landing

operation to release Duce Benito Mussolini previously

arrested by order of the King of Italy Victor-Emmanuel

III. Two weeks before this operation, on August 29,

1943, Hettle alone carried out an equally brilliant operation

to free Mussolini’s son-in-law, Count Galeazzo Ciano,

together with his wife and three young children. In Sep-

tember 1944, already at the rank of SS-Obersturmban-

fuhrer and at the age of 28, Hettle arrested and took to

Berlin the Hungarian dictator Miklos Horthy, who had

tried to make a separate peace with the Soviet Union. In

April 1945, on behalf of the head of the RSHA SS-Ober-

gruppenführer Ernst Kaltenbrunner, he negotiates in

Bern, Switzerland with a resident of the US Strategic

Services Directorate, the prototype of the US CIA, Allen
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Dulles, during which he buys own indulgence from

criminal prosecution following the war, the rate for which

is the transfer of the SD archive together with the head

of the RSHA to the US-British allies (this happened on

June 25, 1945 in the already mentioned town of Altaussee

in Styria, from which Hettle did not go anywhere till his

death in 1999)46.

After the Second World War, the name of William

Hettle became truly world famous on December 11,

1945, when during the next meeting of the Nuremberg

Tribunal, affidavit under the number PS-2738/USA-296,

dated November 25, 1945 was presented by Major

William Walsh, Assistant Chief Prosecutor for the United

States, exempting him from personal participation in the

hearing. This document, recognized by the US-British

justice system as evidence for the trial in the absence of

a witness, was drawn up with only one purpose - to

inform the world (and the tribunal along with it) of the

real number of victims of Nazi Germany’s state policy

on the “final solution of the Jewish question”. Thanks to

this document of “Dr. Wilhelm Hettle”, the total number

of ethnic Jews killed by the Nazi regime was announced

for the first time - 6 million people47. By the way, the

lawyer of the SS-Obergruppenführer Dr. Kurt Kaufmann,

46 Verkhovsky Y., Tyrmos V. Life put on a punch card, or the Secret of the Order of

the Eagle. - Tel Aviv: Book-Sepher, 2009. - pp. 198-224 (Chapter 5, Meet: William Hettle).
47 Nuremberg trials: Collectionof documents: In 8 vols. M.: Legal literature, 1987-

1999- V. 5. - M., 1991. - p. 653.
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who tried to prove to the tribunal that the RSHA chief

knew nothing about crimes against humanity committed

in Nazi labour and concentration camps as they were

managed by the administrative and economic directorate

of the headquarters of the SS troops, repeatedly referred

to his affidavit in his speech in defence of Ernst

Kaltenbrunner48. After this, the last in his career, “special”

operation and victory at the cost of a long and comfortable

life, he only had to retire in the wilderness and write

memoirs about his dashing youth. In fairness, it should

be noted that he greatly succeeded in this field too

thanks to two books of essays on the service in the 6th

Directorate (SD-ausland) of the RSHA entitled Secret

Front: Memoirs of a Political Intelligence Officer of the

Third Reich, 1938-194549 and Counterfeiters of the Third

Reich. Bernhard Operation(which had the name Hitler’s

Paper Weaponin some publications)50, published in dif-

ferent years in German, English and Russian. In a word,

the chief curator of Armenian nationalists at the RSHA

48 Ibid. – V. 8. – М., 1999. – pp. 124, 125, 127-130.
49 Hoettl, Wilhelm. The Secret Front: The Story of Nazi Espionage. – New York:

Frederick A. Praeger, 1954. Inlaterreprints we meet other options of book title, see:

Hoettl, Wilhelm. The Secret Front: Nazi Political Espionage. 1938-1945. – Enigma

Press, 2003; Hettle W. Secret Front: Memoirs of Political Intelligence Officer of Third

Reich, 1938-1945. – M.: Centrpoligraf, 2003.When this book was published by

another publishers, it was given a different title, see: Hettle W. Secret Front: Memoirs

of an RSHA employee. - M.: Veche, 2017.
50 Hagen, W.Unternehmen Bernhard. Einhistorischer Tatsachenbericht über die

größte Geldfälschungsaktion aller Zeiten. – Wels: Welsermühl Verlag, 1955; Hettle

W. Counterfeiters of the Third Reich. Bernhard Operation. – М.: Veche, 2004. See

also: Hoettl, Wilhelm. Hitler's paper weapon. – New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1954.
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Hettle was far from being an outstanding, naturally gifted

and even talented person, but at the same time an ideo-

logical, cynical and unprincipled Nazi, so he was ready

with pleasure to use them in his most diverse combinations

and operations under full and mutual understanding.

It was on Hettle’s order in early March 1940 that

Kamsarakan first travelled to Sofia to negotiate possible

cooperation with Nzhdeh, and then, receiving letters of

recommendation from him to the Romanian Dashnaks,

to Bucharest, where he held preliminary negotiations

with Dro in the office of his shareholding oil campaign

on Bratiana Boulevard. This business trip took more

than three weeks, at the end of the month he returned to

Vienna, from where he and Hettle left for Berlin to meet

with the head of the 6th Department of the RSHA SS

Brigadenführer and Police Major General,Doctor of Law

Heinz (Heinrich Maria Karl) Jost, on whom it was decided

to use the full potential of the Armenian nationalist party

Dashnaktsutyun in the interests of military and political

intelligence of Nazi Germany. Heinz Jost was also a

very colourful person in the leadership of Hitler’s special

services: being a member of the NSDAP since 1928

(Party Ticket No. 75946), he joined the SS in 1934 (No.

36243), and in 1938, during the Nazi occupation of

Czechoslovakia, he led the Dresden Einsatzgruppen,

which was engaged in the disarmament of the local

police; in 1939 he led the material support of the RSA

operation Canned, better known in history as the Gleivitz
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incident, which became a formal reason for the German

attack on Poland and the beginning of World War II; in

the same year, headed 6th Directorate in the RSHA, he

led intelligence and operational support ofWehrmacht

invasion first in Yugoslavia, then in the USSR. True,

then fortune turned away from him: immediately after

the Nazi attack on the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941,

he was removed from this post for financial frauds

identified in his department and was appointed head of

the security police forces, SD and SS of the Ostaland

Reich Commissariat of the Imperial Ministry of Occupied

Eastern Territories (Byelorussia and the Baltic states);

on March 24, 1942 he was appointed commander of

punitive forces from the A Einsatzgruppen der Sicher-

heitspolizei und des SD under North army forces: on

September 10 he was transferred with demotion to the

Imperial Ministry of the Occupied Eastern Territories, in

which he served as liaison officer for a year and a half;

in July 1944 he was demobilized for health reasons.

The main reason for the collapse of Jost’s career in the

SS was the fact that employees of the Einsatzgruppe A

subordinate to him, after numerous shooting of men,

women and children in the Baltic States and a number

of occupied regions of northwestern Russia, acquired

persistent mental disorders and, therefore, were unsuitable

for continuing service. In April 1945, Jost was arrested

by US Forces in the city of Gardelegen (Saxony-Anhalt),

brought before the American military tribunal, one of the
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twelve Small Nuremberg Tribunals, which examined

Case IX: Task forces; on April 10, 1948, he was

sentenced to life imprisonment in a prison in the city of

Lansberg am Lech in Bavaria, where, ironically, Hitler

was detained in 1924 after the “beer coup’, then his

term was changed to 10 years in prison, and in December

1951 he was released. But all this happened with Heinz

Jost much later, and in 1940, when he consented to the

recruitment of Armenian nationalists for the service of

the SD, he was still at the peak of fame and at the top

of his official power.

We have given here these details of the biographies

of SS Brigadenführer Jost and SS Obersturmbanführer

Hettle only to demonstrate that they, with their colleagues

in the RSHA and SS, were those people whose profession

was not only highbrow intelligence, but most often mass

executions, shootings and tortures, as well as terrorism,

espionage, sabotage, organization of rebellions, promotion

of banditry, murders, blackmail, bribery, forgery, - all that

is called today “special operations” from political cor-

rectness, but in the language of legal science is classified

as serious and very serious crimes. And when Dro’s

comrades began negotiations with the Nazi secret

services in March 1940 on cooperation, they clearly re-

alized that if they were hired by the Third Reich, they

and their followers would deal with these dirty things,

and not the mythical “national liberation struggle,” as

their apologists in Armenia write about it at present.
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The final negotiations on the entry of all European

structures of the Dashnaks” party, on behalf of which

Dro spoke, who received written permission from the

highest governing body of this party in Cairo, to serve

the Nazis took place in the first decade of April 1940 in

Bucharest; recruiting Dashnaks under the guise of rep-

resentatives of the Imperial Ministry of Foreign Affairs of

Nazi Germany was carried out by SS-Obersturmbanführer

Gustav Volhheim, Head of Division C (USSR, Near and

Far East) and SS-Hauptsturmführer Otto Hagen from

Division B (Western Europe) of 6th Directorate of RSHA,

in which Kamsarakan acted as an intermediary and

translator (in Bucharest, they were joined by an authorized

representative of the 6th Directorate of RSHA in Romania,

SS-Gautrsturmfuhrer Gunter Bolshving, who worked

under the guise of a diplomatic mission officer, through

whom all the information collected by the Dashnaks was

subsequently transferred to Berlin).

The result of the negotiations was conclusion of an

oral agreement, according to which in all countries where

the Dashnaks had contacts they were obliged to collect

and transmit information of interest to the Nazis about

the Soviet Union, the “Weygand Army” - the army corps

of the French troops in Syria under the command of the

commander of the eastern military actions theatre of

General Maxim Weygan, as well as in places of special

strategic importance, in particular, in the countries of

Central America and Great Britain. Dro and his followers
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agreed to carry out such work in the interests of the

Third Reich, but as a retaliatory step they asked the

Nazis to fulfil their following wishes (cited in Kamsarakan’s

own statement from his testimony of October 21, 1948):

“In case of war with Turkey, Germany agrees to tear

away the Armenian lands from it; Kars-Ardagan line was

indicated at least, and the “Wilson line” as a maximum. In

the event of a war with the Soviet Union, Germany under-

takes to create an independent Armenian state, which in-

cludes both Soviet and Turkish Armenia. Something quite

natural was that the Dashnaks would be the government

party in this Armenia. The wishes of the Dashnaks were

set out in a brief note ... It also stated that in the east the

border of Armenia should be expanded at the expense of

Azerbaijan, eastwards of the borders of Nagorno-Karabakh,

and the expansion of Armenia in the North should go at

the expense of Georgia, by joining the Borchali district.

No other wishes of a fundamental nature were expressed

by representatives of the Dashnaks”51.

Among the tasks successfully completed by Dro and

his followers in the service to the Third Reich intelligence

in the first year of cooperation, Kamsarakan in his testi-

mony to the bodies of the USSR Ministry of State

Security named the following:

“... After the agreement reached in Bucharest, Dro

did not immediately begin to give to the representative

51 SARF. – b. 9401 sec., d. 2, c. 201. – pp. 199-204.
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of the VI Directorate in Romania Bolshving... intelligence

information. For the most part, this information was local

in nature and included information that he received from

Dashnaks and other Armenians who came from abroad.

These reports ... went from Bucharest directly to Berlin

to Volheim, which was initially not very pleased with

them. About ten days before the occupation of Bessarabia

by the Soviet army, Dro transmitted a message to Bol-

shving that the Soviet troops were concentrated on the

border with Romania and an operation would be carried

out to occupy Bessarabia. Due to Bolshwing’s fault, this

message got from Bucharest to Berlin only seven days

before the occupation of Bessarabia. Apparently, in

Berlin, Volheim did not attach due importance to this

message, not completely trusting the Dashnaks, and

considered it a canard. When this event took place, and

Bessarabia was occupied by the Soviet troops, then

everyone in the 6th Directorate was amazed at the good

awareness of the Dashnaks and was disappointed that

they treated this message so carelessly...”

“At that time, the Germans were extremely interested

in the situation in the oil regions of Romania, the state of

oil production and refining of oil products, the equipment

of certain oil fields, the availability of oil reserves and

other issues in this area. Since Romania had not yet de-

cisively sided with Nazi Germany and Karol II was in

power, the Germans made every effort to strengthen

their position in the country. On instructions from Bolshving,
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Dro found out the possibility of buying up certain sections

where oil was produced, which the Germans intended

to produce through their front men. A little later, apparently,

when the issue of the seizure of Romania with the help

of internal unrest was already resolved ... on the instruc-

tions of Berlin Dro was developing ... measures against

sabotage in the oil fields, especially those belonging to

Anglo-American companies, so that these fields safe

and sound got to the Germans.”

“Another practically equal important task for Germany,

carried out by the Dashnaks in Romania, was the sale

of diamonds and other precious stones during the

summer of 1940 that the Germans had captured in oc-

cupied Holland. The sale of these values could not be

made openly, since these values were obtained as a

result of the robbery of private individuals, firms and

state funds of the captured country. Diamonds of medium

and small size, which could not have caused any rumours

about their origin, were delivered by diplomatic luggage

to Bucharest to the authorized SD Bolshving, who then

transferred them to Dro for illegal sale. Dro himself told

me about this operation, while he emphasized that

Bolshwing was very pleased with his work, since he was

giving a very “good” price and, out of idealistic motives,

allegedly did not retain any commission, which, in my

opinion, was doubtful. This very delicate order once

again emphasized that in practical work the Germans

made contact with the Dashnaks based on full mutual
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trust, and the Dashnaks readily carried out the instructions

of their new masters”52.

Having proved his loyalty, competence and viability by

successfully participation in these special operations of

the SD, in the middle of September 1940, Dro took part in

a meeting of the leaders of European Dashnak organiza-

tions with authorized representatives of the 6th Directorate

of the RSHA in the Esplanade Sanatorium in Baden, near

Vienna. In addition to him from the Dashnaktsutyun Party,

the event was attended by the head of the bureau for

Western European countries and the leader of the French

Dashnaks Arshak Jamalyan-Isahakyan, the head of the

Balkan countries bureau Sarkis Araratyan and the head

of the Berlin Dashnaks’bureau David Davidkhanyan. The

SD was represented at the negotiations by SS-Ober-

sturmbanführer Gustav Volkhheim, head of the C Depart-

ment (USSR, Middle and Far East) of the 6th Directorate

of the RSHA, who no longer needed to impersonate

himself as a diplomat for conspiracy. The outcome of this

meeting was an agreement on the transfer of all structures

of Armenian nationalists in the territories controlled by the

Nazis to the service of the Third Reich (in 1941-1943 it

extended even to the Armenian community of Tunisia)

without any preliminary political obligations on the part of

the Nazis. As soon as a consensus was reached, all par-

ticipants in this meeting flew to Berlin, where they were

52 Ibid. – pp. 206-208.
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received by the head of the 6th Directorate of the RSHA

SS Brigadenführer and Major General of Police Heinz

Jost. According to the Armenian historian Eduard Abra-

hamyan, after the conclusion of the BadenAgreement,

from 300 to 400 young Armenians from Belgium, the

Netherlands and France, following the calls of the leaders

of the local organizations of the Dashnaks’Party, entered

the service in the SD and Abwehr53.

Dro’s transition from subordination of the SD to Ab-

wehr happened in August 1941 at the Continental Hotel

in Berlin, and outwardly it looked like the SD, guided

by the highest interests of the Third Reich in the war

against the USSR, transfers Dro, together with his in-

telligence, to military intelligence54. After that, in a

matter of days, he forms from the number of his sup-

porters, Armenian emigrants from Romania and France,

the Dromedar Sonderkommando, which, practically

without spending time on combat coordination, begins

to act as the meledekopf (headquarters) of the Ab-

wehrgroup 101 - the Abwehr intelligence unit at Head-

quarters of the 11th German-Romanian Wehrmacht

army operating in the Northern Black Sea region,

Crimea and the North Caucasus (about the actions of

this sonderkommando, reorganized in 1943 as an in-

dependent Abwehrgroup 114 was said above, therefore

53 Abrahamyan E.A. Caucasians in Abwehr. - M.: Publisher Bystrov, 2006. - p. 37.
54 SARF. - b. 9401 sec., d. 2, c. 201. - p. 223
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it makes no sense to repeat). While Dro summoned his

Romanian and French agents, the SD, as a “consolation

prize” or a “golden parachute,” arranged for him a

meeting with the chief of staff of the NSDAP’s Foreign

Policy Directorate (Außenpolitisches Amt) and additionally

chief of staff of the Main Department for Oriental and

Human Resources of the Imperial Ministry of the Occu-

pied Eastern Territories (Reichsministerium für die be-

setzten Ostgebiete), shortly before this formed by

Hitler’s order on Civil Administration in the Occupied

Eastern Regions of July 17, 1941, Reichskomissar

Arno Shikedanz, who, in the event of the capture of the

Caucasus by Hitler’s troops, was to become the Reich

Commissioner of the Imperial Commissariat of the

Caucasus, ie Nazi governor in the Caucasus55.

During the years of World War II, travelling to camps

for Soviet prisoners of war to recruit agents from among

the Armenians contained there, Dro, in his speeches

before them, without any reason and out of pure bragging,

repeatedly stated that he allegedly had been repeatedly

received by the SS Reichsfuhrer and the State Secretary

of the Imperial Ministry of the Interior and the chief of

the German police, the Reichsleiter Heinrich Luitpold

Himmler and the imperial minister of the eastern occupied

territories and the head of the NSDAP Foreign Policy

Directorate, SA Obergruppenführer Alfred Rosenberg.

55 Ibid. – p. 224.
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The Nazi Armenian agents received similar information

from propaganda officers during political studies at the

intelligence school of the Dromedar sonderkommando,

and when they were captured by the military counterin-

telligence or state security or surrendered to them after

being sent to the rear of the Red Army, they naturally re-

ported that they knew about Dro, but this was by no

means true. And since the imperatives (directive data

and instructions) of the USSR NKGB directive on

opposing the Sonderkommando Dromedar published

earlier by us were based just on the testimonies of the

Armenian Nazi agents, these incorrect information about

the contacts of the leaders of Armenian nationalists with

the senior leadership of the Third Reich appeared in its

text. In fact, the “ceiling” of Dro’s contacts in the RSHA

was not the SS-rafuhrer Himmler and not even the head

of the 6th SS brigadefuhrer Jost or the SS-brigadenfuhrer

Walter Shelenberg who replaced him in this post, but

only the chiefs of the CDepartment (VIC of the German

numbering) SS-Obersturmbanführer and doctor of law

Heinz Grefe, and already mentioned Arno Schikedants

in the Rosenberg Ministry. The contacts of Armenian na-

tionalists in the hierarchy of the Third Reich never rose

above the bureaucrats of the third echelon of power,

any allegations of their connections in Hitler’s inner

circle do not correspond to historical reality.

In the structure of Abwehr, Dro did not feel like a sec-

ond-rate agent of Hitler’s intelligence, but as a military
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commander and even a general, always walked in the

form of the Wehrmacht and demanded that he be called

“General Dro’, as it greatly flattered him and reminded

him of his tenure as Minister of Defence of Dashnak Re-

public of Armenia in 1920 and the Soviet Socialist

Republic of Armenia in early 1921. In reality, he never

had a general or an officer rank in the Wehrmacht,

Abwehr or SD, and he had the special rank of Sonderführer

in the Dromedar Sonderkommando, being its head. In

the military formations of the Wehrmacht and special

services of Nazi Germany, this, in fact, was a special

category of civilians who replaced officer posts in various

fields of activity where their professional abilities were

required, without taking into account their military

education and experience, who were appointed to the

corresponding positions only in those cases when special

qualifications were required for the performance of the

functions related to them, and when it was impossible to

select an officer with the appropriate qualifications, while

their status was equated to the officer during the whole

time while they were in office, but they were not promoted

to officers, and their officers” powers apply only to the

scope of activities, which was directly related to their

work. Simply speaking, as the head of the Sonderkom-

mando, and then of the Abwehrgroup, Dro has all the

rights and powers of the battalion commander, but did

not have the rank of Major corresponding to this position

(otherwise he would have to abandon the usual title of
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“General Dro”), so he would prefer to be called B-Son-

derfuhrer leaving the opportunity to call himself a general

of the Dashnak army. Some other former Dashnak

officers recruited by him to serve in the Sonderkommando

followed his footsteps, for example, Lieutenant Colonel

of the Dashnak Army Nikolay Tumanyan (Tumanov),

better known to the Soviet special services nicknamed

Kuro, who was content with the rank of K-Sonderführer

in Dromedar, corresponding to the company commander

post and the rank of captain. However, behind the

location of Dromedar and outside the Abwehr system,

they were considered civilians who did not have a special

legal personality.

The fact that Dro was a “toy” general in the hierarchy

of Nazi special services in no way negates the fact that

he is a Nazi criminal by the nature of his service and

acts committed. The fact is that on February 12, 1944,

Abwehr, as an independent structure of military intelligence

of Hitler Germany, was liquidated and included in the

structure of the RSHA, after which the Abwehrkommands

and Abwehrgroups, depending on their purpose (spe-

cialization), became subordinate to their respective de-

partments, and were renamed “Front-line Informative»

(Front aufklärung) teams or groups, retaining its num-

bering. Consequently, from that day on, Dro became a

staff member of the RSHA, and therefore the provisions

of the sentence of the International Military Tribunal

Nuremberg of October 1, 1946 fully apply to him. As we
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said earlier regarding Nzhdeh, according to Article 9 of

the statute (charter) of the International Military Tribunal,

the main criterion and basis for holding individuals ac-

countable was the recognition by the tribunal of the

“group or organization” of which they were a member

during World War II at the service of the Third Reich, as

a “criminal organization.” The governing bodies of the

National Socialist Workers Party of Germany (NSDAP),

the Gestapo and SD, the organization and troops of the

SS, the SA, the government apparatus, the General

Staff and the High Command of Nazi Germany were

recognized in this capacity by the verdict of the Nuremberg

Tribunal. “Members of the SD, including all local repre-

sentatives and agents, honorary or some other, regardless

of whether or not they were formally members of the

SS” were considered the Nazi criminals from the Gestapo

and the SD56. According to the testimony of his curator

from the SD, Peter Kamsarakan, as well as many other

witnesses neutralized by the military counterintelligence

and state security agencies, in 1940-1941 Nzhdeh was

a local agent of SD. He actively acted in Germany, Ro-

mania and France, got a salary from this organization

of Nazi Germany, recognized criminal one by the

sentence of the International Military Tribunal in Nurem-

berg.From August 1941 to April 1945 he was the head

56 Nuremberg trials: Collectionof documents: In 8 vols. M.: 1991. - pp. 637-639,

644-650.
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of the Dromedar intelligence agency, first subordinate

to Abwehr, and then, in February 1944, re-subordinated

to the SD and Gestapo security police. According to Ar-

ticles 9 and 10 of the statute (charter) of this international

judicial body, the mere fact that a person belongs to

such an organization is a reason to consider him/her a

Nazi criminal without statute of limitations and despite

all his/her former merits57. Therefore, it should be clearly

understood that Dro, like Nzhdeh, was not an ordinary

collaborator or an accidental accomplice of Nazism, as

the Armenian propaganda is trying to present today, but

just a Nazi criminal in full compliance with the statute

(charter) and the sentence of the International Military

Tribunal in Nuremberg, and therefore perpetuation of

the memory about him, carried out at the state level in

Armenia, is nothing more than the glorification of Nazism

in this country.

57 Collection of existing treaties, agreements and conventions concluded by the

USSR with foreign states. - Publ. XI - pp. 166-183: Nuremberg Trials: Coll. of

documents: In 8 vols. –Vol. 1. - M., 1987. - pp. 148-149
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Glorification of Nazism is the state 

policy of Armenia

Glorification in various forms of Nazism in Armenia

through memorialization of memory of the Nazi criminal

Garegin Nzhdeh and his openly racist theory of the

tsehakron, the doctrine of the Armenian superman, is

the subject of a purposefully and systematically con-

ducted state policy. Therefore, we consider it important

and necessary to explain why the Armenian authorities

and the Armenian diaspora have made such serious

efforts in recent years to exalt the personality of Garegin

Nzhdeh, and not someone else from among the Ar-

menian nationalists who more contributed to the ap-

pearance of the Republic of Armenia on the political

map of the world than Nzhdeh.

Various characters of the new and recent history of

this country have been nominated over the past quarter

of century for the role of a charismatic image to be im-

itated by Armenian intelligentsia and youth, capable to

suit ideally all the political elites within Armenia and

the branches of the diaspora beyond its borders. Im-

mediately after the end of the Karabakh war (1988-

1994), the name of international terrorist Monte

Melkonyan, a native of the USA, a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Berkeley (California), a participant in the civil
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war in Lebanon (1975-1990), the second person in the

transnational Armenian terrorist group ASALA, who

transformed it into the group ASALA-RM, was publicized

in this capacity for a

long time. With its mil-

itants, he arrived in Ar-

menia in 1989 to start

a war in Nagorno-

Karabakh for creation

of a second independ-

ent Armenian state in

the South Caucasus

according to Garegin

Nzhdeh’s precepts. By

the way, the Armenian

diaspora in Russia still

positions Monte Mel -

konyan as the main na-

tional hero of Armenia

of our time. However,

in the minds of the ma-

jority of the Armenian

public, Mel konyan did

not gain a foothold in

this capacity for two

reasons: firstly, in the

PhotoFact # 53
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summer of 1992, his unit called Arabo was completely

destroyed by the Azerbaijani military; secondly, shortly

before that, he had been killed during reconnaissance,

and in the hand-to-hand combat he was beheaded.

Such an inglorious death and death of all subordinates

did not allow forming a heroic halo around his criminal

personality, therefore, a different hero was needed to

form and personify the new ideology of the Armenian

national identity in the post-Soviet era.

Official Yerevan decided to proclaim Garegin Nzhdeh

in this capacity, and this choice was largely determined

by the struggle for power within Armenia, and not by

ideological reasons. This process began in 2000, when

Andranik Margaryan, the organizer and first leader of

the Republican Party of Armenia created according to

Nzhdeh’s theory of tsehakron, was appointed Prime

Minister. At that time, there was a fierce internal political

struggle in Armenia between supporters of the country’s

first president Levon Ter-Petrosyan and the second

president of the country Robert Kocharian, who removed

him from power. The reason for the crisis was the

position of the first of them in negotiations with Azerbaijan

on the Nagorno-Karabakh settlement, which implied

the return of the most of the occupied lands outside

Nagorno-Karabakh to Azerbaijan without any precon-

ditions. After the terrorist attack in the parliament
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building of Armenia on October 29, 1999, President

Ter-Petrosyan finally lost influence on the internal

political processes in Armenia, and the Armenian-Azer-

baijani negotiations were terminated. For the sake of

explaining and legitimizing their usurpation of power in

Yerevan, the military junta of field commanders of

illegal armed groups of the Armenian separatists from

Nagorno-Karabakh, which consisted mainly of natives

of the Azerbaijan Republic of Soviet period, declared

the occupied Azerbaijani territories a part of Armenia.

To increase its authority in Armenia, the new government

decided to glorify Garegin Nzhdeh, since in April 1921

he proclaimed the creation of the “Republic of Mountain

Armenia’, in fact, the second Armenian state in the

South Caucasus, which laid the foundations of the

modern claims of Armenian nationalists to the occupied

lands of Azerbaijan. This step was also to explain to

the indigenous people of Armenia, the Yerevan Arme-

nians, why the Karabakh Armenians who came from

Azerbaijan and seized power in the country have a

moral right to rule them.

In the struggle for power within Armenia, Nzhdeh’s

theory of Tsehakron was a significant factor of the

change of political elites. President Levon Ter-Petrosyan

was a supporter of liberal nationalism, close to the ide-

ology of the Dashnaktsutyun Party, which, however,
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did not prevent him from banning its activity for a while

after the attempted coup d’etat of 1996, undertaken by

the radical group Dro. President Robert Kocharian,

who came to replace him, had to offer society a new

national ideology, so as not only to be understood by

his fellow citizens, but also to be different from his

predecessor. However, he could not formulate something

fundamentally new and simply borrowed Nzhdeh’s

theory as more right-wing radical and consistent with

his foreign and domestic policies. Over the years, the

tsehakron theory has transformed from party to national

one, and now it is supported by a large part of the Ar-

menian society, which, following the leaders of the Ar-

menian separatists of Nagorno-Karabakh, considers

the occupied Azerbaijani lands Armenian, although for-

justice” sake it should be noted that in the last year

this point of view has undergone significant changes.

Currently, the main ideological contradiction between

the various political elites of Armenia is that one of

them considers the self-proclaimed Nagorno-Karabakh

Republic, or Artsakh as part of Armenia, and the second

considers Armenia de facto not as a mother country,

but as a colony of Artsakh. Moreover, the latter point of

view dominated the Armenian political class until

recently, at least in that part of it that exercised power

in the country. If we look at this issue with an open
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mind, it becomes clear that the whole life of modern

Armenia is subordinated to the idea of occupying

Nagorno-Karabakh, for which all the country’s resources

are involved - human, material, financial, administrative

and diplomatic. At the same time, people from Karabakh

who were citizens or, at least, natives of Azerbaijan,

occupy today or until recently occupied all key positions

in the government, local administration, armed forces

and police, and were also in a privileged position in the

financial and business sectors. Ex-Presidents of Armenia

Robert Kocharian and Serzh Sargsyan, who are

Karabakh Armenians by their origin, brought the results

of financial preferences from the exercise of their au-

thority to Russia, creating their own private campaigns

and corporations on its territory, actually leading com-

prador and even colonial politics towards Armenia, the

country they controlled. And so that the Armenian pop-

ulation does not resist their comprador activities, the

personality of Garegin Nzhdeh, supposedly the “founder”

of the Armenian state in Nagorno-Karabakh, was put

on a pedestal so that no one else in Yerevan would

have a question as to who the master of the country is

- Karabakh or still Yerevan Armenians.

Any disagreement of the civil society of Armenia

with this state of affairs has always been brutally sup-

pressed by force of arms. As this happened, for
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example, on March 1-2, 2008, when the army was

used in Yerevan to disperse mass demonstrations, the

participants of which protested against the falsification

of the results of the presidential election, the winner of

which was Serzh Sargsyan, a native of Azerbaijan of

Armenian nationality from Nagorno-Karabakh (the

military killed 10 people from among the protesters on

Yerevan streets then). Thus, Nzhdeh’s theory was

used and is used not only in the foreign policy of

Armenia to justify its aggression against Azerbaijan,

but was used until recently in the country’s domestic

policy to suppress the fundamental rights and democratic

freedoms of its citizens, which is a direct violation of

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, International

Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,

European Convention for the Protection of Human

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Currently, ex-

President of Armenia Robert Kocharian is under inves-

tigation for the case of March 1, 2008, was periodically

detained, but this fact does not entail an official rejection

of the practice of glorifying Nazism in this country and

its existence in the form of a mono-ethnic state.

In understanding of the Armenian authorities of

2000-2018, glorification of the Nazi criminal Garegin

Nzhdeh had a twofold purpose. On the one hand, to
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show the people of Armenia that the policy of subordi-

nating Armenia to natives of the Nagorno-Karabakh

Republic, or Artsakh, created by international terrorists

in the occupied lands of Azerbaijan, is welcomed and

approved by the international community in the person

of individual states, and especially Russia, in whose

territory the practice of glorification of the historical

memory of the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh also does not en-

counter opposition from the authorities from the local

to the federal level. On the other hand, to consolidate

thereby the occupation regime and to create for it the

appearance of a moral right to exist, although the

latter fact is completely unacceptable from the standpoint

of international law. In fact, all of this policy was thor-

oughly saturated with legal nihilism, a violation of

human dignity, which has always been, is and will be a

hallmark of Nazism in all its ideological manifestations

and interpretations.

As for the reasons or incentives for memorialization

of Dro’s memory in modern Armenian society, they are

no less obvious, as is in the case with Nzhdeh. To

begin with, one should pay attention to the fact that

this practice was spread in Armenia only after the

junta of field commanders of illegal armed groups of

the Armenian separatists from Nagorno-Karabakh came

to power under the leadership of ex-president Robert
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Kocharian; under his predecessor Levon Ter-Petrosyan,

Dro was positioned in the mass public consciousness

of Armenians as a historical character, but not as a na-

tional hero, and reformatting the public’s view of him in

precisely such qualities began only in 2000. We see

the explanation for this in Dro’s origin: he was born in

the vicinity of the city of Igdir in the territory of modern

Turkey, and therefore in the new ideology developed

by the natives of Karabakh for Yerevan Armenians, he

was to symbolize the active power influence of the di-

aspora on the domestic political life of Armenia. Dro

was defined by new Armenian ideologists as a character

who embodies the collective image of fighters from the

Armenian diaspora who participated in the Karabakh

war of 1988-1994 and then naturalized in Armenia. In

addition, in the newly formed mentality of the Armenians,

Dro’s cult was called upon to provoke an inferiority

complex among the natives of Armenia, coupled with

Nzhdeh’s cult, convincing them that the true leaders of

the nation and country may not be its natives, but only

Armenians from the diaspora that can revive in Armenian

society the true national spirit, destroyed in Yerevan

by the state ideology of “proletarian internationalism”

of the Soviet Union.

The anti-Soviet and anti-Russian orientation of

Nzhdeh and Dro’s activity was also one of the deter-
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mining factors in the choice of their candidatures by

the ideologists of the new Armenian statehood for

raising them in the rank of national heroes, since at

the mental level it formulated for the future generations

of Armenians the main political goal of their existence

- getting out of Russian geopolitical influence as the

main deterrent to the spreading of the expansion of Ar-

menian nationalism in the South Caucasus region.

During the years of its existence, the Soviet Union not

only did not support, but also stopped the territorial

claims of Armenian nationalists against neighbouring

countries and peoples, because of which, as the history

of the Great Patriotic War and the post-war period

showed, they were ready to cooperate with anyone

and on any terms if only the USSR was destroyed by

external forces, and a new mono-ethnic Armenian state

with a maximally expanded territory was formed on its

fragments. In fact, the practice of glorification Nazi

criminals Nzhdeh and Dro, which is being carried out

today in Armenia, confirms the commitment of the au-

thorities of this country to the ideas of territorial expan-

sion, which were formulated by the Dashnaks before

the Nazis in 1940.

Despite the fact that the political regime changed in

Armenia in early May 2018, the state ideology of this

country remains unchanged, since that time there has
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been not only progress, but even a hint at the rejection

of the practice of glorification Nazi criminals Nzhdeh

and Dro as a species the glorification of Nazism. Es-

pecially for employees of the Russian Ministry of

Foreign Affairs, as well as for all others who are

interested in the practice of the glorification of Nazism

in Armenia, we have compiled a list of international

legal documents and their norms that are currently vi-

olated in Armenia by the memorialization of Nazi

criminals Nzhdeh and Dro, as well as propaganda of

the racist theory of the tsehakron about the Armenian

superman:

• Articles 4 and 7 of the International Convention on

the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,

adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution No. 2106

of December 21, 1965;

• UN Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of

Racial Discrimination (Durban, South Africa, August

31 - September 8, 2001);

• UN General Assembly Resolution 69/160, Com-

bating the glorification of Nazism, neo-Nazism and

other practices that contribute to the escalation of

modern forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia

and related intolerance, of December 18, 2014 (as

amended by Resolutions 70/139 of December 17,

2015; 71/179 of December 19, 2016; 72/156 of De-
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cember 19, 2017; and 73/157 of December 17, 2018);

• UN General Assembly Resolution 68/150, Com-

bating the glorification of Nazism and other practices

that contribute to the escalation of modern forms of

racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related

intolerance, of December 18, 2013;

• UN General Assembly resolution 67/154, Glorifi-

cation of Nazism: the inadmissibility of certain types of

practices that contribute to the escalation of modern

forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and

related intolerance, of December 20, 2012;

• Paragraphs 8, 28, 30 and 31 of the Resolution of

the European Parliament on the rise of neo-fascist vio-

lence in Europe of October 25, 2018 (2018/2869,

RSP).

Certainly, the resolutions of the UN General Assembly

listed above are exclusively advisory, dispositive in na-

ture, and therefore are not generally binding on its

member countries. However, special attention should

be paid to the fact that, with all the votes on the

resolution Combating the glorification of Nazism, neo-

Nazism and other practices that contribute to the es-

calation of modern forms of racism, racial discrimination,

xenophobia and related intolerance, the authorized

representatives of Armenia always voted on them

adoption by voting “for’, which is reflected in the UN
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electronic document management, available for public

use. Thus, in the condemnation of the glorification of

Nazism, the political elite of Armenia has always taken

a two-faced position: on the one hand, condemning

the practice of the glorification of Nazism in third

countries at the international level from the rostrum of

the UN General Assembly, on the other hand, it simul-

taneously and concurrently implemented it in domestic

politics of own country, erecting monuments to the

Nazi criminal Garegin Nzhdeh and disseminating his

frankly Nazi teachings of the tsehakron about an Ar-

menian superman among own population, proving by

such actions the truth of one of the imperatives of the

preamble of this resolution, indicating that “neo-Nazism

is not limited to the glorification of a movement that ex-

isted in the past, but is a modern phenomenon that is

encouraged by those who are vitally interested in racial

inequality and are ready to do much for that to enlist

the widespread support of their unfounded claims of

racial superiority.”

Glorification of Nzhdeh’s personality and his racist

theory of tsehakron by erecting a monument to him

contradict the provisions of the International Convention

on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

adopted by the UN General Assembly Resolution No.

2106 of December 21, 1965, and its principle, “that
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any theory of superiority based on racial difference, is

scientifically false, morally reprehensible and socially

unfair and dangerous, and there can be no justification

for racial discrimination, anywhere, either in theory or

in practice.” The idea of erecting a monument to

Nzhdeh violates Article 4 of this act, according to which

“participating states condemn all propaganda and all

organizations based on the ideas or theories of superi-

ority of one race or group of people of a certain skin

colour or ethnic origin, or trying to justify or encourage

racial hatred and discrimination in any form, and un-

dertake to take immediate and positive measures

aimed at eradicating any incitement to such discrimi-

nation or acts of discrimination,” for this (Paragraph B)

“they declare illegal and prohibit organizations, as well

as organized and all other propaganda activities that

promote and incite racial discrimination, and recognize

participation in such organizations or such activities as

an offense punishable by law”, and (Paragraph C) “do

not allow national or local government or government

agencies to promote or incite racial discrimination.”

According to Article 7 of the International Convention

on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination,

“member states undertake to take immediate and ef-

fective measures, in particular in the fields of teaching,

education, culture and information, with a view to com-
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bating prejudices leading to racial discrimination, pro-

moting mutual understanding, tolerance and friendship

between nations and racial or ethnic groups, as well

as promoting the goals and principles of the Charter of

the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights, the Declaration of the Organization United Na-

tions on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

and this Convention.” However, in modern Armenia,

such a nationalistic and even racist prejudice, as

Garegin Nzhdeh’s theory of tsehakron, has been

elevated to the rank of state ideology. Obvious evidence

of this is installation of monuments to its theorist in

public places in Armenia for monumental propaganda

of the triumph of this prejudice in the minds of the Ar-

menian society, as well as forcing the representatives

of the Armenian diaspora by the authorities of this

country to similar actions in other countries, in Russia

and until recently in Bulgaria.

In terms when the diplomacy of Armenia has acted

cynically and double-faced during the sessions of the

UN General Assembly on the issue of condemning the

practice of glorification of Nazism for at least seven

years, is it any wonder that the leaders and the whole

political class of this country ignored in domestic politics

not only resolutions adopted by the UN General As-

sembly, which were voted by the delegation of Armenia
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as well, but also United Nations international legal

acts, more serious in their legal status, prohibiting glo-

rification of Nazism and promotion of racism? First of

all, this is the UN Declaration on the Elimination of All

Forms of Racial Discrimination (Durban, South Africa,

August 31 - September 8, 2001), one of the basic prin-

ciples of which states that “racism, racial discrimination,

xenophobia and related intolerance, and especially

racism and racial discrimination, constitute serious vi-

olations of all human rights, impede their full imple-

mentation and deny the obvious truth that all people

are born free and equal in dignity and rights, and also

constitute an obstacle to friendly and peaceful relations

between peoples and nations and are among the root

causes of many internal and international conflicts, in-

cluding armed conflicts, and ensuing forced displacement

of the population.” This idea is also visible evidence of

“the continued existence of racism, racial discrimination,

xenophobia and related intolerance in their more so-

phisticated and modern forms and manifestations, as

well as other ideologies and practices based on racial

or ethnic discrimination or superiority.” By the way, the

delegation of Armenia, which participated in the World

Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination,

Xenophobia and Related Intolerance, also voted in

favour of the adoption of this declaration, but this did
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not prevent the country’s authorities from abandoning

its application on its territory, giving room to the propa-

ganda of Nzhdeh’s ideology of tsehakron.

Paragraph 3 of this document states that “the

primary task of the international community at the be-

ginning of the third millennium is the global fight against

racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related

intolerance and with all their disgusting and evolving

forms and manifestations”, which, certainly, also includes

installation of monuments and other memorial signs to

Nazi criminals and their accomplices. Paragraph 20 of

this declaration determines that doctrines such as

Nzhdeh’s theory of tsehakron “belong to the root causes

of armed conflicts,” and Paragraph 27 states that “in

addition to the spread of racism as such, modern

forms and manifestations of racism and xenophobia

do their best to regain political, moral and even legal

recognition.” And all these statements perfectly suit

the authorities of Armenia, since, according to official

Yerevan, they do not apply to the nationalist teaching

of the SD agent and the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh.

The UN General Assembly resolution Combating

the glorification of Nazism, neo-Nazism and other prac-

tices that contribute to the escalation of modern forms

of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related

intolerance in all its editions indicates that the actions
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of the Armenian authorities to heroize the Nazi criminal

Nzhdeh and its ideology “may be qualified as falling

within the scope of Article 4 of the International Con-

vention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Dis-

crimination, and that they constitute a clear and explicit

abuse of the right to freedom of peaceful assembly

and association, as well as the right to freedom of

opinion and expression, within the meaning of these

rights, as guaranteed by the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights and the International Convention on

the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.”

The right to be a Nazi and profess one of the varieties

of Nazism’s ideology once and for all was forbidden by

the verdict of the International Military Tribunal in

Nuremberg of October 1, 1946, and this judicial act

still remains one of the cornerstones of the modern

world order which the whole system of international

law is based on.

By the way, the Council of Europe Convention on

the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Free-

doms, which entered into force on September 3, 1953,

has a similar position in this issue; Article 17 prohibits

the abuse of rights “by any state, any group of persons

or any person”, if this leads to the abolition or restriction

of the rights and freedoms recognized by this convention,
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the use of which in the Council of Europe countries

should be ensured by the authorities according to Article

14 “without any discrimination on the basis of gender,

race, skin colour, language, religion, political or other

opinion, national or social origin, belonging to a national

minority, property, birth or other status.”

In continuation of the foregoing, it seems appropriate

to recall that unveiling of the monument to the SD

agent and Nazi criminal Nzhdeh in the centre of Yerevan

took place on May 28, 2016, and the decision of the

Council of Elders (municipal representative body) of

Yerevan to open this monument was made in 2014.Con-

sequently, the five UNGA Resolutions, 73/157 dated

December 17, 2018; 72/156 dated December 19, 2017;

71/179 dated December 19, 2016; 70/139 dated De-

cember 17, 2015, and 69/160 dated December 18,

2014 which approved the various revisions of the res-

olution Combating the glorification of Nazism, neo-

Nazism and other practices that contribute to the es-

calation of modern forms of racism, racial discrimination,

xenophobia and related intolerance, in which developing,

lobbying and adopting the representatives of the Ar-

menian delegation at the UN took an active part, were

cynically planned and used by the Armenian diplomacy

at the highest international level as an applied tool of

public misinformation of international community de-
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signed to hide processes of glorification of Nazism

within the country. And if we take into account that

Nzhdeh’s first monument at the foot of the Khustup

Mountains a few kilometres from the city of Kapan, the

administrative centre of the Syunik Region, was installed

as far back as in December 2002, and its grand

opening took place on August 24, 2003, then the

support of the United Nations efforts in this direction

by Armenia was nothing more than a distracting ma-

noeuvre of those in power to disguise the process of

Nazisation of their own people, which stretched for a

much longer time. In fact, since the Republican Party

came to power in Armenia in 2000, when the new au-

thorities began to create a culture of Nzhdeh’s personality

and glorification of Nazism, the goal of this country’s

diplomacy was a vulgar informational cover for the

policy of purposefully transforming Armenia into a racist

mono-ethnic state in full compliance with the ideology

of tsehakron, developed by this Nazi criminal. The

change in the political regime that occurred as a result

of the coup on May 1-8, 2018, did not touch on this as-

pect of the country’s political life and foreign policy

activity, which remains a racist mono-ethnic state.

In the context of the legal assessment of the practice

of glorification of the identity of the agent of the SD

and the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh and the memorialization
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of his legacy in Armenia, the dominant position has the

specified resolution of the UN General Assembly (Para-

graph 5 in 2017-2018 revisions, Paragraph 4 in 2009-

2016 revisions), in which deep concern is expressed

“about the glorification in any form of the Nazi movement,

neo-Nazism and former members of the Waffen SS or-

ganization, including in the form of the construction of

monuments and memorials and the holding of public

demonstrations in order to glorify the Nazi past, the

Nazi movement and neo-Nazism, as well as by declaring

or attempting to declare the members of the said or-

ganization and those who fought against the anti-Hitler

coalition and collaborated with the Nazi movement,

participants in national liberation movements.” The

government of Armenia, since the days of the USSR

having at its disposal sufficient documentary evidence

of Nzhdeh’s collaboration with regard to the Third

Reich and its cooperation with the intelligence services

of Nazi Germany, nevertheless declared him the national

hero of the country, the leader of the national liberation

movement and, despite all the internal political trans-

formations, the change of the political regime and the

Cabinet of Ministers is not going to refuse such as-

sessments of his personality in the present and in the

future. Consequently, the purposeful creation of a cult

and the glorification of Nzhdeh’s personality at the
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state level, carried out, inter alia, using the country’s

budget in the state mass media, is an ideological

element in the activities of the modern political leaders

of Armenia, driven by a set of “their unfounded claims

to racial superiority”.

Installation of Nzhdeh monuments in Armenia, in-

cluding in the centre of Yerevan, renaming of urban in-

frastructure facilities (squares, streets, avenues, parks)

in its settlements according to Paragraph 12 of Resolution

73/157, Paragraph 15 of Resolution 71/179, Clause

14 of Resolution 69/160 and similar provisions of other

revisions of that resolution “offends the memory of

countless victims of crimes against humanity committed

during the Second World War, in particular crimes

committed by the SS organization and those who

fought against anti-Hitler coalition and collaborated

with the Nazi movement” and the practice of memori-

alizing his memory according to Paragraph 12 of Res-

olution 73/157, Paragraph 6 of Resolution 71/179,

Paragraph 14 of Resolution 69/160 “is incompatible

with the obligations of Member States of the United

Nations under its Charter.”

According to Paragraph 32 of UNGA Resolution

68/150 of December 18, 2014, the erection of a monument

to the chief theoretician of the openly Nazi ideology of

Garegin Nzhdeh’stsehakron is one of the modern forms
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of propaganda, “based on the ideas or theories of supe-

riority of one race or group of people of a certain skin

colour or ethnic origin” and is a direct violation of Article

4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of

All Forms of Racial Discrimination. Also, this document

in Paragraph 12 “expresses concern about the challenges

posed by extremist political parties, movements and

groups to human rights and democracy”. In addition,

Paragraph 19 emphasizes “the importance of the lessons

of history devoted to dramatic events and human

suffering, which have become the results of formation

of the ideologies of Nazism and fascism”. We recall that

it was in 2014 that the Council of Elders of Yerevan de-

cided to erect a monument to Nzhdeh; the Armenian

Foreign Ministry could not but know about it, but Armenian

diplomats during the 68th (LXVIII) Session of the UN

General Assembly voted for this document without any

hesitation, perfectly realizing that by doing so they cover

up the monumental propaganda of his ideology of racial

superiority, which is actually being carried out in their

homeland by memorializing Nzhdeh’s memory as the

creator of the tsehakron theory, which once again

testifies not so much party as the state nature of the

practice of the glorification of Nazism in this country.

The practice of glorification the personality and ide-

ology of the Nazi criminal Nzhdeh, which is being
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carried out in Armenia, contradicts not only UN inter-

national law, but also the political and legal definitions

of the documents of the European Parliament. In par-

ticular, Paragraph 8 of the Resolution on the rise of

neo-fascist violence in Europe of October 25, 2018

(2018/2869, RSP) indicates that “fascist ideology and

intolerance are always associated with an attack on

democracy per se”; Paragraph 28 states that “historical

awareness is one of the preconditions for prevention

of such crimes in the future and plays an important

role in educating young generations”; Paragraph 30

calls for a “common culture of memory that rejects the

fascist crimes of the past; Parliament deeply concerns

that younger generations in Europe and elsewhere are

less and less concerned about the history of fascism

and therefore risk becoming indifferent to new threats”;

Paragraph 31 “calls on Member States to promote ed-

ucation through mass culture regarding the diversity of

our society and our shared history, including the

atrocities of World War II, such as the Holocaust, and

the systematic dehumanization of its victims over the

years.” As we see, after the UN General Assembly, in

this resolution the European Parliament condemns

glorification of Nazism in its new forms and practices

in all European countries, but official Yerevan does not

pay attention to such a decision.
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Thanks to the propaganda efforts of the Armenian

diaspora, Garegin Nzhdeh’s image has twice turned

out to be incompatible with the norms of modern in-

ternational law. First, as an active and energetic ac-

complice of Nazism and the creator of one of its new

theoretical varieties, focused on the distribution of

modified forms of Nazism and fascism among ethnic

Armenians. Then, as an ideological image, the name

and theory of which is associated in the present world

with the occupation of Nagorno-Karabakh and asso-

ciated ongoing long-term violations of the internationally

recognized principle of the inviolability of borders and

protection of the territorial integrity of sovereign states,

as well as the deliberate failure to comply with UN

Security Council Resolutions 822 (1993) dated April

30, 1993; 853 (1993) dated July 29, 1993; 874 (1993)

dated October 14, 1993; and 884 (1993) dated No-

vember 12, 1993.

Despite numerous inconsistencies with the norms

of international law, the state policy of the glorification

of Nazism has become a mainstream ideological

concept for both the Armenian authorities and the

entire Armenian Diaspora, as it ensures the global

unity of the Armenian ethnos as the bearer of a common

national-state-religious idea in the modern global the

world. In fact, the practice of preserving and dissemi-
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nating the ideas of Armenian Nazism in line with

Nzhdeh's theory of Tseghakron is the main factor con-

solidating the representatives of Armenian communities

throughout the world. Clear proof of this is a scandalous

story with dismantling the memorial plate to Garegin

Nzhdeh installed at the Assumption of Mary Armenian-

Gregorian church in the city of Armavir (Krasnodar

Krai, Russia) at the end of November 2019. Installation

of the plate in 2012 had since provoked protests of the

local civil society.
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Incidentally, the policy of the glorification of Nazism

backed by the Armenian state is taking place not only

in Russia. With the consent of local authorities, another

memorial plate to Nzhdeh has also been installed in

Bulgaria. In Sofia, there

is a memorial plate on

the house where

Nzhdeh used to live.

In Pliska, a small town

in the northeast of the

country, a Bulgarian

businessman of Armen-

ian descent, Karen

Aleksanyan, was plan-

ning to fund the instal-

lation of a bronze bust

of Nzhdeh at the Cyrillic

Courtyard, presenting

him as "an outstanding

Armenian philosopher

and public figure" along

with true geniuses of

literature and humani-

ties of peoples using

the Cyrillic alphabet.

So, we can confidently
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say that the glorification of the Nazi collaborator Nzhdeh

is not an internal political idea, but a global transnational

idea for contemporary Armenians, who deliberately

position Armenia in the international arena as a country

of victorious Nazism. Therefore, it is very important to

fight this disease on international scale with a diverse

pool of participants.

In his address made at the summit of the CIS

Council of the Heads of States on October 10-11,

2019 in Ashgabat, President of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev

condemned the state policy of the glorification of

Nazism in Armenia on an international scale. His

position has soon received an active support from the

political establishment of Russia. The discontent and

protests of the local population of Armavir against the

memorial plate to Nzhdeh, which had been repeatedly

covered in the local, regional and federal press in

Russia, was finally heard in the Kremlin. Not only did

the government make a political decision to ensure

dismantling of the plate by those who had previously

installed it, i.e. by the religious community of the local

Armenian-Gregorian church, but it also gave instruction

to disclose all archive documents of the Russian

special services on the collaboration of Nzhdeh with

the Nazi Germany, which took place in November-De-

cember 2019.
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With the active support of the official authorities of

Armenia, representatives of the Armenian Diaspora in

Russia have actively tried to stymie the practical im-

plementation of the will of the Russian political leadership.

The head of the Armenian-Gregorian church in Armavir,

Archpriest Ter-Makar Terteryan initially organised a

guard service from among his parishioners to protect

the memorial plate, and ensured its dismantling only

two weeks after the period set by the authorities

following the request of the officials of the Centre for

Combating Extremism of the Main Directorate of the

Russian Ministry of Internal Affairs in the Krasnodar

Krai, threatening him of enforcement proceedings pur-

suant to Article 354.1 of the Criminal Code of the

Russian Federation (Rehabilitation of Nazism). Ter-

Makar Terteryan hoped until the last moment that the

Armenian authorities and the Armenian diaspora in

Russia would be able to push hard on the Kremlin to

preserve the memorial plate. Indeed, Armenian Prime

Minister Nikol Pashinyan and the head of the Union of

Armenians of Russia Ara Abramyan made a few public

statements about the need for political and legal reha-

bilitation of Nzhdeh and the right of the Armenian

people to consider him a national hero. This was

followed by an unprecedented information campaign

in the world Armenian media, especially in the Russ-
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ian-speaking media, which was organised to show that

Nzhdeh was a national hero for all Armenians in the

world regardless of his Nazi background.

In 2019, in the process of preparing for the publication

the documents from the archives of the FSB of Russia

about Nzhdeh and inextricably linked to this adminis-

trative actions to force the Armenian community of Ar-

mavir in the Krasnodar Krai to dismantle the memorial

sign to Nazi criminal, two more significant circumstances

were revealed, allowing assessing the situation around

the Nzhdeh’s heroization in Armenia and the entire

state policy of the heroization of Nazism carried out in

this country with a lot of details. It turns out that the

archival documents of the Soviet special services on

the condemnation of Nzhdeh were declassified by the

KGB of the USSR in late 1990, i.e. 30 years ago, in

accordance with the decree of the USSR President

M.S. Gorbachev "On the restoration of the rights of all

victims of political repression of the 1920-1950s."

dated on August 13, 1990. At that time they were

stored and are still stored in the archives of the then

KGB Department of the USSR, and now - the FSB of

Russia in the Omsk Region. The possibility of free ac-

quaintance with them has existed all these years and

continues to exist to this day. But at a time when the

bonfire of Armenian nationalism in the South Caucasus
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was already in full swing, Nzhdeh’s personality did not

arouse interest in any of the really influential Armenian

figures. It arose only a decade later, with the rise to

power in Yerevan immigrants from Nagorno-Karabakh

- former presidents Robert Kocharian and Serzh

Sargsyan, when they had to explain to their compatriots

why the natives and former citizens of Azerbaijan au-

tonomously govern Armenia. At the same time, none

of them or their co-workers asked the leadership of

the Russian special services to obtain copies of docu-

ments condemning Nzhdeh, although the geopolitical

situation of those years and the openly pro-Armenian

position of the Russian authorities of that time in the

Nagorno-Karabakh conflict could well be used by rep-

resentatives of official Yerevan or the Armenian diaspora

in Russia in order to try to rehabilitate Nzhdeh as a

victim of political repressions in the USSR and thereby

at the official legal level to turn him from a Nazi

criminal into a national hero. But no official movements

in this regard from official Yerevan then followed. That

is, the myth of the “heroic” life and activity of Nzhdeh

was created by Armenian historians from scratch,

without a documentary basis, based solely on the po-

litical situation.

On November 18, 1991, the Supreme Soviet of the

RSFSR adopted a Law No. 1761-I on the Rehabilitation
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of Victims of Political Repressions, in accordance with

Article 6 of which, today, any individual – Russian

citizen or a foreigner – or any local or a foreign public

organization, may appeal with a statement on the re-

habilitation of a person who was subjected to political

repression in the USSR, and receiving relevant infor-

mation from the Russian Internal Affairs bodies or the

prosecutor’s office. However, for 28 years of the

operation of this law no one applied officially to the law

enforcement bodies of Russia from Armenia with a

statement on the rehabilitation of Nzhdeh, despite the

legal possibilities for this. The Prime Minister of Armenia

Nikol Pashinyan and the head of the Union of Armenians

of Russia Ara Abrahamyan spoke about the need for

rehabilitation of Nzhdeh for the Russian-speaking Ar-

menian press only in November 2019, when the question

arose about dismantling the memorial sign of Nzhdeh

in the city of Armavir, Krasnodar Krai. But the public

statements were not followed by any legal action,

which is explained very simply: in the indicated law of

the RSFSR there is article 4, according to which the

right to rehabilitation does not extend to persons con-

victed of espionage (paragraph “a”) and military crimes,

crimes against peace, against humanity and against

justice (paragraph “b”), and Nzhdeh was accused and

was sentenced in 1948 for committing precisely these
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crimes. Therefore, one should not be surprised that in

modern Russia Nzhdeh is considered not a national

hero of Armenia, but an unrehabilitated Nazi criminal,

whose memorials cannot have a place on Russian

soil. The issue of slow awareness by some Russian

politicians of this indisputable fact is explained no less

simply: from Omsk to Moscow it is far away for infor-

mation to reach the capital from somewhere, and then

spread throughout the country and be realized by

specific people, it takes time, but today we witness to

this process.

Thankfully, neither the political leadership nor the

special services of Russia did succumb to information

pressure and numerous provocations of Armenian

politicians and public figures, and have finally put an

end to the practice of glorifying the Nazi accomplice

Nzhdeh in Russia, hence triggering the process of de-

sacralising the identity of Nzhdeh in others countries

of the world, including in Armenia. Indeed, it was a se-

rious blow to the state policy of glorification of Nazism

in Armenia. But the real struggle for the minds and

souls of at least two generations of Armenians brought

up in different countries of the world on the ideas of a

pro-Nazi ideology of Tseghakron invented by Garegin

Nzhdeh has just begun.
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